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ABSTRACT

The water quality and fish populations of the Welland

River were observed to decline with distance downstream. This

coincided with increased agricultural , domestic and industrial

waste loadings. The river upstream of the City of Welland

received considerable loadings from agricultural sources.

Centrarchids, sciaenids, ictalurids, cyprinids and esocids

characterized this upper section of the river. Most of these

species were tolerant of low dissolved oxygen concentrations

and the high turbidity which prevailed there .

The river near Port Robinson receives many industrial

and domestic wastes as evidenced by the water quality data.

The fish in this section were less abundant and the observed

population was comprised almost solely of cyprinids. Further

downstream, near Montrose, the Welland River received shock

loads of chemical wastes that exceeded a specific conductance

of ISiOOO ;umhos/cm. Few fish were captured at this site and

those that were captured were considered to be transients.

A review of the literature revealed that none of the common

indices of water quality in use today could adequately predict

the observed distributions.

In addition to the above, the long-term trend (l3 yrs)

of water quality of the lower Welland River revealed a

gradual improvement. The major factor thought to be





responsible for this improvement was the operation of the

Welland Sewage Treatment Plant. The construction of the

New Welland Ship Canal coincided with large fluctuations of

the total solids and other parameters downstream. These

conditions prevailed for a maximum of three years (1972-

1975)' Furthermore, spawning times and temperatures,

geographic distributions, length-weight regressions and many

other descriptive aspects of the ecology of some 26 species/

taxa of fish were obtained. Several of these species are

rare or new to southern Ontario

•
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I. INTRODUCTION

Millions of dollars are lost each year due to the common

practice of using our natural waterways as open waste

receptacles. Already many waterways have been depleted of

their natural biota and currently resemble open septic sewers.

In fact, several North American rivers contain such high

concentrations of effluents that they have become infamous

for catching fire.

Increasing public awareness and concern over such

indiscriminate pollution has resulted in the establishment of

extensive and often elaborate monitoring programs throughout

North America . These programs generally attempt to

characterize and measure industrial discharge to the environ-

ment (Drechsler andNemetz, 1978). In addition to the preceding,

some of these programs also concern themselves with non-

industrial (i .e., domestic and/or agricultural) discharges.

The majority of water quality surveys make no attempt to

identify which of the presently knoivn four million chemicals

(Garrison, 1977) are present in the various waterways, but

concentrate instead on the monitoring of basic parameters such

as temperature, oxygen concentration and major nutrient (P

and N) loads. Information on the toxicity of the water and/

or effluents being discharged into the waterways is

essentially non-existent. In fact, with the exception of
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fecal bacteria estima-tions, the majority of these monitoring

programs do not concern themselves with the biota that they

were originally designed to protect.

The water quality monitoring programs within the Niagara

Peninsula of Ontario and in particular the Welland River

watershed, are no exception to the above. Although there is

a substantial and uninterrupted record of the water quality

conditions that existed within the Welland River for the last

fifteen years, there is only one reported study of the biota.

This was undertaken for the Ontario Water Resources Commission

(OWRC) in 1969 by M. Johnson.

Examination of the locations of the major economic

activities (i .e., agriculture, heavy industry and chemical

industries) within the interior of the Niagara Peninsula,

reveal that they are segregated along the longitudinal axis

of the Welland River. West and upstream of the City of

Welland, agriculture is the only major industry. Hence, the

water quality and the fish distribution within the river west

of Welland should, therefore, reflect changes in the water

brought about by agricultural practices and loadings. Within

the City of Welland, light manufacturing and heavy industry

(i.e., steel and forging) predominate. Effluents arising from

within the City limits therefore reflect these industrial

processes as well as contain the wastes associated with a

city of 65>000 people. East and downstream of the City of
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Wellnnd, tvo chemical industries contribute effluents to the

Welland River. Water quality and fish distribution, therefore,

are expected to reflect those changes associated ^yith large

quantities of chemical effluents entering a water-body. It is

also expected that these three activities - agriculture, heavy

industry, together with urbanization and chemical manufacturing -

should affect the river in different ways.

Accordingly, this study was undertaken to:

1

.

provide a current report concerning the status and distribution

of the indigenous fish population of the Welland River.

2

.

integrate the extensive water quality data on the Welland River

with the fish distributions observed within this study.

3. interpret the major changes in water quality and fish

distribution within the context of the agriculture, heavy

industry together with urbanization and chemical manufacturing

of that area.

Water quality data were provided by the Ontario Ministry

of the Environment. These data were summarized and appear in the

results section of the thesis. Additional water quality data

collected in the present study (November, 1976 - November, 1977)

appear in a separate section of the results.

The thesis was not designed as to determine a casual

relationship between the water quality and fish distributions.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. INDICES OF WATER POLLUTION

1 . Rationale of Biological Studies

Pollution is usually monitored chemically although it

"is essentially a biological phenomemon in that its primary

effect is on living things" (Hynes, 1963) • Chemical analysis

is capable of providing quantitative measurements of both

physical and chemical properties of an effluent or of a

water, but does not allow the determination of the effect on

the biota. "Only direct biological study can actually

determine what these (effects) will be" (Hynes, 1963)*

Hence, biological studies may have several advantages over

chemical analyses. Hynes (1963) outlines four such advantages!

1) biological studies are generally less time-consuming as a

single series of samples reveal prevailing conditions.

Chemical analysis must be repeated numerous times to obtain

average values for parameters; 2) the biota of the river acts

as a continuous monitor, summing both intermittent and

continuous discharges. To duplicate this would require

extensive chemical sampling; 3) the biota are subjected to

all chemical combinations that occur in the water system.

Chemical analysis of all possible chemicals and combinations

of such is impractical if not impossible; 4) tracing the
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intermittent origin of deleterious substances in rivers is

accomplished by the biologist by intermittent sampling as

one proceeds upstream. Generally, this procedure is of use

to a chemist only if the loading is continuous. The major

disadvantage of biological studies when compared to chemical

studies, is that biological studies fail to "indicate the

exact substances involved" (Hynes, 1963)* They can, however,

indicate if the deleterious substance was organic (i.e.,

sewage) or toxic.

Biological study of pollution can be traced at least as

far back as Pasteur. Pasteur "ascertained that there are few

microbes in pure spring water as a contradistinction to

polluted streams showing a high number of bacteria" (according

to Sladecek, 1973)- Kolenali (1848) and Cohn (1853, according

to Sladecek, 1973) noticed that 'certain organisms' displayed

a 'certain relation' to the 'purity and pollution of water'.

Cohn (187O; according to Sladecek, 1973) divided the organisms

into three categories in relation to the extent of pollution.

This was one of the first recorded attempts to identify

indicator organisms.

2 • Indicator Species

The use of specific organisms as indicators of pollution

was probably first proposed by Forbes in 1913 (Whitton, 1975)*

Forbes identified the micro-organisms Sphaerotilus , Carchesium
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(Cairns, 1974)' Such was the case of the brown trout (Salmo

trutta) . Long thought to be an indicator of pristine

conditions in Europe (Sladecek, 1973), it was absent from

North American waters. In North America, the brook trout

(Salvelinus fontinalis ) occupied a similar niche to that of

the brown trout in Europe. Successive plantings of brown

trout in habitats frequented by brook trout eventually led to

the displacement of the native brook trout and the establishment

of the brown trout (Scott and Crossman, 1973)* Since then,

the brown trout has thrived in North America, often inhabiting

turbid waters that the brook trout found unsuitable

.

Furthermore, a species may be temporarily absent from a

habitat depending on seasonal or diurnal patterns. Fish often

leave rivers or lakes to ascend tributaries to spawn. Stone-

fly nymphs and caddis-worms, well-known indicator organisms,

are absent from the water during summer months (Gaufin and

Tarzwell, 1952; cited in Hynes, 1963).

The use of an organism as an indicator requires an

extensive knowledge of the ecological tolerances, requirements

and adaptations of that species (Whitton, 1975)* Furthennore,

a species so selected as an indicator organism must be widely

distributed with populations restricted to a defined area

(Norstrom et al., 1978). The organism itself should be

abundant in the region and sedentary (Moore, 1966). Ravesa

(1975) recommends that the species selected should be easy to
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sample and hardy enough to survive in the laboratory so that

tolerances may be ascertained under known environmental

conditions. Long-lived organisms of a reasonable size are

of essence if a particular toxicant may be accumulated or

bio-magnified (Phillips, 1977)« Knowledge of the food web is

essential (Norstrom et al . , 1978).

Cairns (1974, 1977) and others, charge that the concept

of an indicator species is a fallacy. As of the present,

there exists an insufficient information base to properly

assess the conditions indicated by the presence of a species

and that little is known about the response of most aquatic

organisms to a variety of potential pollutants (Cairns, 1974)*

Nevertheless, the belief in indicator species persists. This

is especially true of microbial indicators of fecal

contamination. The absence of any microbial indicators (i.e.,

fecal coliform) is usually employed to determine the sanitary

condition of water for consumption. Much work has been devoted

to the distribution and abundance of indicator bacteria and

pathogenic organisms in waterways (Straskrabova et a3^., 1977 J

Straskrabovli and Puncochar, 1978; Kay and McDonald, 198O; and

others). However, as Korkeala and Hirn (1980) and others have

repeatedly stressed, the absence or reduction of fecal indicator

bacteria in the water does not necessarily indicate the absence

or reduction of pathogenic organisms, because of the different

sensitivity of such organisms to varying environmental stress. ^
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Any one given organism may be tolerant of one stress and

sensitive to another. Hence, one that may be tolerant of high

sulphite concentrations might be sensitive to heavy metal

concentrations (Cairns, 1974)' Therefore, in an attempt to

better assess water quality conditions, different authors

(Liebmann, 1962; Sladecek, 1973) have employed a variety of

indicator organisms instead of just one. These groups of indicator

organisms or 'indicator assemblages' were organized with categories

that typified their distribution along a water quality gradient.

One such system is the saprobic system which has recently been

reviewed by Sladecek (1973).

North American scientists have, for the most part, rejected

the saprobien system. Instead, they have devised systems that

rely less on indicator species and more on groups of organisms

or communities (c f., Eliassen, 1925; Brinley, 1952; Bartsch and

Ingram, 1959). This has led to a large variety of such classification

systems from which to choose. Whitton (1975) stated that "Almost

as many methods (systems) exist as number of biologists working

in the field" . There is little agreement between biologists

concerning the superiority of one system over another. Thus, many

researchers employ the approach that they themselves designed

(Bartsch and Ingram, 1966).

3 . Species Richness

An alternative to the concept of indicator organisms has

been the examination of the distribution of populations and the

composition of communities. Fisher et al (1943) concentrated upon
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the number of species present (species richness) in an attempt

to provide a simple index of pollution. Species richness, however,

is not always easily ascertained, as any measure is inherently

dependent on sample size (Peet, 1974)« Furthermore, since it is

virtually impossible to ascertain the complete composition of a

community, species richness may only be estimated. It is for the

above reason that species richness in the literature is "often

measured as the number of species in samples of an arbitrarily

chosen constant size" (Peet, 1974)«

There have been- many attempts to develop a richness index

independent of sample size, or to at least quantify the relation-

ship. The simplest would be of the form E[S] = f (k,N) where E[S]

is the expected number of species, N the number of individuals

of a sample and k, the unknown parameter (Peet, 1974)« Such a

measure would be independent of a sample size as E[S] increases

with increasing sample size. Implicit within this and like

measures are the assumptions that (l) the functional relationship

remains constant among different communities and (2) the precise

functional relationship is known (Peet, 1974). Margalef (1951,

1957; from Peet, 1974), defined the function as Rj = (S-l) / Log N.

Odum et al. (i960) defined the function as R = S/Log N. Menhinick

(1964) introduced a square root into the function; R - S/N^.

According to Williams (1964), the most frequently used functions

are the log series of Fisher et al. (1943) ; S ^ oC Log (l+N/oc)

where ocr is some constant fitting observed diversities and the
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1
log normal distributions of Preston (1948); S = Y g: (2 Tr )*

where Y is the number of species in the modal octave and &

is the log standard deviation. Pielou (1975) lists a third

important index, the truncated Negative bionomial distribution,

an expanded form of the log series distribution and introduced

by Brian (1953; from Pielou, 1975)« The truncated negative

bionomial distribution:

[- (-K-&)
. _ -K

S — Sobs , where K is

the proportional abundance of the dominant species; which

has often been labelled the "collectors' curve", allows for

the number of species collected to be related with the

collecting effort (Pielou, 1975)- Other than this, Pielou

states "this equation is rarely of more than academic

interest . "

.

The limited form of the negative bionomial, the much-used

log series of Fisher et al. (1943), has no upper limit, unlike

the collectors' curve and for large N, S increases almost

linearly with InN . Pielou concludes that the latter is

often found to be true in practice and is supported by the

experience of ecologists who attempt to draw up exhaustive

catalogs of species. Unfortunately, the two assumptions stated

above must be satisfied before these indices may be applied

legitimately. An alternate approach that does not rely on
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the validity of these assumptions is provided by direct

counts of species numbers in samples, as recommended by

MacArthur (1965)> Poole (1974) and others. Wliittaker (1972;

from Peet, 1974) found that "direct species counts, while

lacking theoretical elegance, provided one of the simplest,

most practical and most objective measures of species richness.

However, comparison of species counts requires equal or

approximately equal sample sizes, unless the samples are

standardized mathematically. One such method is that proposed

by Sanders (1968) and corrected by Ilulbert (l97l) :

Msy- 1 {. -
[ (^Vii where n is

the sample size, N the population size and Ni is the number

of individuals of the i^" species in the total sample. Peet

(1974) cautions that inferences may not be made from the above

about the underlying community structure and that even this

method must assume that the communities under consideration

do not differ too widely in their species-individuals relation-

ship. Hence it is concluded that the species richness of a

series of communities cannot be compared unless one is willing

to assume that the species-individuals relationships are at

least similar (Peet, 1974)*

4 • An Abundance Index

Rosenberg (1972, 1973), Pearson (1975) and Gray (1979)

ignored the species abundance concepts and concerned themselves
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with numerical abundance of individuals as predicted by the

Gausian (log normal) distribution. Gray (1979)> found that both

sewage and pulp mill wastes caused simple plots of the log-normal

distribution to diverge significantly from the expected distri-

bution when samples were large and represented a heterogenous

species assemblage. Gray concluded that this divergence was

primarily due to the increased abundance of the 'middle species',

namely those species that previously were neither common nor rare.

Data from Pearson (1975) and Rosenberg (1972, 1973 and 1976)

confirmed Gray's conclusions. It should be noted that much infor-

mation is lost, however, when this method is employed. In spite

of this. Gray (1979) insists that this approach may reveal "the

simplest detectable effect of a disturbance or stress on

communities" . However, the sensitivity of this technique is such

that many factors other than pollution (i.e., tolerance, habitat,

competition) may cause a significant divergence from the expected

distribution, hence, this limits its application.

5 • Heterogeneity Indices

Simpson (1949) introduced the first of many hetei'ogeneity

indices which are presently used in ecology. His index considers

both species richness and the distribution of individuals among

the species (equitability ) . The most widely used heterogeneity

index to this date was derived from the Shannon Information

Theory. Since its introduction to ecology by MacArthur (1955,

from Goodman, 1975) and then later by Margalef (1957), the

theory has gained much support ( Peet, 1974 ) . The
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Shannon Information Theory has, by inference, indexed

stability (Hutchinson, 1959) > production (Whittaker, I966;

Dickman, 1968), pollution (Wilhm andDorris, 1968) and succession

(Margalef, 1957, 1963, 1968). Goodman (1975) provides a

comprehensive review in a rebuttal to some of these

applications. Many other authors (KaeslerandHerricks, 1976;

Hendrickson & Ehrlich, 1971; Hurlbert, 1971 and others) have

also commented on the nature of these applications. Ignorance

of the assumptions imolicit within the index, incomplete

understanding of mathematical properties and characteristics

associated with the index as well as archaic and holistic

notions of an ordered world has resulted in many mis-

applications (cf. Goodman, 1975; KaeslerandHerricks, 1976;

Pielou, 1966; Hurlbert, 1971)-

MacArthur (1972) states :

Numbers alone do not make science; it is relations
between numbers that are needed. Applying a formula
and calculating a 'species diversity' from a census
does not reveal very much; only by relating this
diversity to something else - something about the
environment perhaps - does it become science.

No clear relations relating diversity to 'something

about the environment' exist today, although the Shannon

Information Theory has been the subject of countless

publications for the last quarter of a century (Goodman, 1975j

Hurlbert, 1971). In fact, Hurlbert, (1971), referring to

both Shannon and Brillouin (a determination of finite
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population diversities) indices states:

Although these information theoretic indices have been
examined and applied to ecological problems by many ecologists,
no one has yet specified exactly what significance the
"number of bits per individual" has to the individuals and
populations in a community.

Nevertheless, countless authors (Gorman and Karr, 1978; Ghetti

and Bonazzi, 1977; Tomkiewicz and Dunson, 1977; Wilhm and

McClintock, 1978; Harrell, 1978; and others) still employ this

ecologically vague concept as an index of environmental conditions

and degradation. Latitudinal factors (Pianka, 1966), spacial

variation (Sheldon, 1968), competition (McArthur and Wilson, I967)

and predation (Paine, 1966) along with many other less important

factors have been sho\vn to greatly affect diversity. For this

reason alone, regardless of the above theoretical reasons, diversity

as an index of water quality should be temporarily put aside.

D. TOXICITY AND FISH

"The toxicity of a material is a property of that materitil

and can only be described by its effects upon a living organism"

(Sax, 1975). As a general rule, toxic materials are toxic to all

organisms, although the individual susceptibility of each species,

and of each individual may vary. Environmental parameters may also

alter the toxicity of a compound to an organism. Furthermore, the

presence of other toxic substances may interact and either:

1. decrease the toxicity of the first (antagonism) so that the

toxicity is less than the sxini of the two individual toxicities

2. increase the toxicity of the first (synergism), so that the

toxicity is greater than the sum of the two individual toxicities

3. not affect the toxicity of the first and, hence, the
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toxicity is equal to the sum of the two individual

toxic ities( additive )

An example of the above is the toxicity of ammonia "In many

circumstances > ... ammonia appears to be a remarkably non-

toxic substance" (Warren, 1962). In fact ammonia is an

essential nutrient for some forms of life and vast quantities

of ammonia may be tolerated by most living organisms

.

However, a small increase in pH may cause a drastic increase

in the toxicity of ammonia. Warren (1962) reports that an

increase of pH from 7*0 to 8 .0 resulted in a ten fold increase

in the toxicity of ammonia chloride. Tomasso et al . (1980)

found a pH shift from 7 •© to 9 'O resulted in the 24 hr LC 50

of total ammonia nitrogen decreasing from 264 ppm to 4*5 ppm.

These results indicate that it is the unionized (NH3) and not

the ionized (NH4'^) portion of the ammonia that is toxic

(Smart, 19785 Tomasso et al. , 198O; Warren, 1962). Since

pH is a major factor of those parameters that determine the

degree of ionization of ammonia, pH is critical in determining

the toxicity of ammonia

.

Temperature is also critical in determining the toxicity

of ammonia . Not only does temperature affect the amount of

ionization of ammonia (Smart, 1978), temperature also affects

the metabolism and hence the vulnerability of the fish. In

general, the toxicity of a substance increases with water
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•bempera-bure C^atz, 1971 )• Reduced environmental oxygen

concentrations also enhance the toxicity of ammonia (Lloyd,

1961). This response is not unique to anunonia, as reduced

oxygen concentrations have been shown to have a similar

effect for many toxicants (McKim et al.«> 1975) •

Carbon dioxide concentration is another factor that

influences the toxicity of ammonia (Jones, 1964)« Since

carbon dioxide is weakly acidic, increasing the concentration

of carbon dioxide results in decreasing ammonia toxicity.

However, carbon dioxide is toxic itself and an increase

beyond a certain point will result in carbon dioxide poisoning.

Calcium (Ca''"^) and other divalent cations are also known

to decrease the toxicity of ammonia (Tomasso et aj^., 1980).

This is probably a result of increased stabilization and

decreased permeability of gill membranes that occurs as a

result of the abundance of divalent cations (Potts & Fleming,

1970 ; cited in Tomasso et £!•» 198o).

High or increasing hardness and alkalinity reduces the

toxicity of ammonia to fish (Jones, 1964; Tomasso et al .

,

1980) In fact, these two parameters are known to be

antagonistic with many toxicants, especially heavy metals

(Katz, 1971; Cairns ,et al., 1972; Miller and Mackay,

1980).

Suspended solids may chelate or absorb organics and heavy

metals reducing the toxicity of these compounds, but usually
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has little effect on ammonia toxicity. Photo-oxidation and

photo-decomposition may form many toxic substances from

seemingly harmless compounds (i.e., photo-decomposition of

ferro or ferric-cyanide solutions produces cyanide, Katz,

1971 )> but this seldom affects the toxicity of ammonia. In

fact, numerous parameters affect the toxicity of a substance

to individuals, usually too numerous for quantification by

chemical analysis.

C. VALUE OF FISFI AS INDICATORS

Fish have been valued for many years as excellent
indicators of water quality. Their position in
the aquatic ecosystem, generally at or close to
the end of food 'chains', their sensitivity to
a variety of pollutants, their size (making them
easily visible when dead), and their devoted
followers - the keenly observant anglers - all
contribute to their value in this respect.

(Solbe, 1979).

The advantage of using an organism at or close to the

end of food chains as an indicator of water quality are two-

fold. The first is that the top carnivore is sensitive to

perturbations within the food chain, and reflects these

perturbations in its own quality . Its continued existence

depends on the health of the lower trophic levels and numbers

If for any reason a lowex^ level of the food chain collapses

leaving the upper levels of the chain without suitable prey,

abolishment of the upper levels is certain.
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Secondly, the concentration of biologically accumulated

substances is correlated with trophic positions (Hamilton,

1971 J cited in E.P.A. 1972)« Accumulated substances are

those materials which generally are persistent in the water

(e.g., half -life in water greater than four days), with a

low water solubility (less than 0.5 mg/l ) and a high octanol/

water partition coefficient, usually greater than 1,000

(AkermannandCoppage, 1979) • The potential for bioaccumulation

of a material by an aquatic organism is dependent on three

parameters; l) the efficiency of uptake from food; 2) the

efficiency of uptake from the water; and 3) the efficiency of

retention or the rate of clearance from the whole body (de

Freitas et al., 1977)* If concentrations of accumulated

substances approach dangerous, damaging or lethal doses,

this is usually first apparent in the top carnivore.

Sensitivity of fish to pollutants has been verified

numerous times (Warren, 1971)* In general, LC 50

concentrations for fish also approximate those for many other

taxonomic groups (cf . Buikema, McGinnissand Cairns, 1979

J

Buikemaand Benf ield, 1979)* Fish, like most aquatic organisms

are in close and continuous contact with their aqueous

environment • They pass large volumes of water over their

gills, thereby increasing the amount of chemicals with which

they come in contact. This, in turn, results in increased

concentrations of contaminants within the body of the fish.
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Their size enables easy dissection, bioi)3y and

toxicological analyses, as well as facilitating enumeration,

behavioural and other ecological studies. Fish play an

important role not only in recreation, but also in the

industrial economy of North America. Subsequently, their

deaths do not go unnoticed.

For the preceding reasons and in consideration of the

voluminous data concerning habitat, behaviour and susceptibility

of these organisms, it is suggested that their usage be

continued in the monitoring of water quality of lakes, rivers

and streams

.

D. EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF FISH

Many factors affect the distribution of fish in a water

body. First, a population must have access to the water

body. This means that the species must be able to immigrate

into the previously uninhabited lake or river without under-

going mortal injury. In the case of the Welland River,

invasion is possible from the Niagara River. Other possible,

but less likely alternatives, include the Grand River (through

the feeder canal). Lake Erie (by drainage ditches in the

Wainfleet area) or the Welland Canal dilution water. All of

these major systems contain numerous fish species (Spotila

et al., 1979; Grand River Conservation Authority, 1973)

•

Second, the water quality of the aqueous body being invaded
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mus't conform to the physiological requirements of the

invading species. In Southern Ontario, the most likely-

parameter that may naturally exceed the physiological

limitations of the indigenous species is that of temperature

.

Spotila et al^. (1979)» reviews the temperature requirements

of fishes from "eastern Lake Erie and the upper Niagara River.

Further information on temperature preferences, tolerance

and requirements of indigenous species to Ontario is provided

by Scott and Grossman (1973) and Houston (198O). Thirdly, a

biological niche, must exist for that species to occupy

within the new habitat if it Is to survive . The complexity

of the aquatic environment combined with the paucity of

ecological information concerning fish species excludes the

definition of a niche a^ priori . However, many studies

(Sheldon, 1968; Bishop, 1973> as cited in Mahon et al., 1979;

Gorman and Karr, 1978) observed that the number of niches in a

stream/river is positively correlated with distance from the

source. Longitudinal succession of fish species has been

extensively reviewed by Hawkes (1975)* Essentially, this

increase in the number of species with the stream order

increase is a result of addition, not replacement of species,

although some replacement may also occur (Kuehne, 1962; Harrel

et al., 1967; Lotrich, 1973; Horwitz, 1978). "In either

case, the changes are usually reflections of increasing

W.-tT e '

stream size, measures of which, such as drainage area and





discharge volume, are usually positively correlated with

stream order" (Mahon et al_» , 1979) • Notable exceptions to

the above include Big Sandy Creek, Texas (Evans and Noble,

1979), Plum Creek, Texas (Whiteside and McNatt, 1972) and Kaleno

River, Africa (Balon, 1974; cited in Mahon et al

.

, 1979).

In each of these exceptions, unusual physical conditions

were present (i.e., flooding and/or low stream gradients in

headwaters)

.

A systematic scheme of fish distribution for North

American temperate rivers has been put forth by Kitchell

et al., 1977). They proposed that salmonids dominate low

order streams and rivers, percids intermediate orders and

cyprinids, together with centra rchids high order streams and

rivers (Figure l). This proposition is supported by the

work of Kuehne (1962), Sheldon (1968), Lotrich (1973) and

Mahon et al^ (1979). Similar trends are apparent on

examination of data that originated from more southern

latitudes (Harrel et al
. , 1967; Whiteside and McNatt, 1972;

Evans and Noble, 1979. Kitchell et al. (1977) explained

this observed distribution in relation to the preference of

individual species and genera for different regimes of

temperature, oxygen, current, depth and substrate types,

inter ali .

The stretch of the Welland River that was examined

corresponds to the warm, turbid waters dominated by the
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Figure 1 . A systematic scheme of f isli dist^^^bution for North
American temperate rivers as put forth by Kitchell et al . , (1977)
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cyprinids and centrarchids of Kitchell^ et al. (1977)*

According to Morton's (1945) stream order classification as

modified by Strdhler (1957)> this section of the river would

be of a magnitude of the seventh order.

In accordance with the above considerations, it is

expected that fish communities at all stations of this study

will be dominated by cyprinid and centrarchid species

.

Upstream stations may have a higher percentage of percid

species than downstream stations . Salmonids may be expected

to be rare at upstream stations and absent at downstream

stations. Ictalurids are expected at all stations and to be

in abundance at the downstream stations. The reverse is

anticipated for catostomids.
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Materials and Methods

A. SITE DESCRIPTION

1 . The Welland River

2The Welland River watershed extends over 900 km of the

HaldimandClay Plain. This area comprizes approximately one third

of the iJiagara Peninsula. The river proper, which extends 130 km

in length, originates west of Hamilton in the Ancaster region. It

flows east through the Binbrook Reservoir (km 130), past Port

Davidson (km 64) and Wellandport (km 52), past the Welland Airport

(km 31) and through the City of Welland (km 26 to km 16) to the Nia-

gara River (km O).

The waters of the lower Welland River once flowed east into

the Niagara River, however, the last 6.5 km of the river have since

been reversed in order to supply the Chippawa-Queenston Power Canal

with water from the Niagara . The lower eighty km of the Welland

River has an average gradient of 0.19 m/lcm, which results in very

low flow rates. In fact, the average gradient for the entire river

is only 0.57 m/km. Therefore, the Welland River may generally be

described as slow-moving.

Records from the single flow meter located on the river (km 78)

indicate extremes of flow for the upper reaches of the river,

3ranging from a summer lo;v of 0.0 m /s to a maximum during spring

floods of 60 m /s (Canada V^ater Survey). The mean daily discharge

was about 3«0 m /s. Although the river downstream of Wellandport

has a greater flow rate than that of the upper river, the water

level of the lower river is reasonably constant due to its control
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by Ontario Hydro. This organization is allowed a legal maximum

fluctuation of the water level of the river of O.31 ni daily and/or

0.46 m annually at the Chippawa-Queenston Power Canal intakes

(Ontario Hydro, personal communication).

The river east of Wellandport is seventy to eighty meters wide

and three to four meters deep. The flow of the Welland River is for

the most part unhindered along its course. There exist, however,

two major obstructions which are located at l<m I6.I and km 22. 5 •

These are the Old (No. 4) and the New (No. 5) V/elland Ship Canals.

In these places the river has been diverted underneath the canals

through sets of inverted siphons. Although these siphons allow the

unimpeded flow of water dovvnstream, the depth (l5in) at which they

are placed may be restrictive to movements of some species of fish

in the river. At both km I6.I and 1cm 2 2.5, large qiiantities of

dilution v.'ater are added to the V7elland River. This serves as a

means of diluting and flushing concentrated effluents down tlie river.

2 . Sampling Sites

Five sites located at selected points along the river

(Figure 2 ) were employed in the present study:

(a) V.'clland River Control One - WRCl

This site was located at km 47*0, 4*8 l^ii downstream

from the small agricultixrally oriented town of Wellandport.

This station is situated 1.6 km dovvnstream from Beaver Creek
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and 0.8 km upstream of Sucker Creek; two small tributaries

that drain this farm region. Typically, a row of deciduous

trees (i .e .» Fagus sp . > Acer sp . > Cornus sp . , Crataegus sp.,

and Salix nigra ) separated the fields of corn and other crops

from the aquatic vegetation that lined the banks of the river

(Plate l). Pastures often lacked this barrier of trees.

This allowed the cattle free access to the river afid

resulted in the destruction of vegetation in the shallow

waters and on the immediate bank of the river in the vicinity

, of the pastures.

The river was 75 m wide with a maximum depth of 3.5 m

at ^VRCl. The river was slow-flowing and lacked dense stands

of vegetation. However, there was abundant instream cover

provided by sunken logs and hawthorn branches.

Access to the station was via a soft mud boat ramp 3*6

Km upstream from the station

.

b) We11and River Control Two - WRC2

This site was located at km 31 4 > 15*6 km downstream

from \tfRCl. The E.G. Brown Memorial Conservation Area bordered

^VRC2 to the north, with the Westbrook Golf and Country Ski

Club golf course located to the south. Big Forkes Creek, a

large tributary that drains the agricultural land lying to

the south of the river, empties into the river 2.7 km upstream

from this station.
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Plate 1. WRCl as viewed from the south shore. Note the

Salix nigra in the foreground and the Typha
latifolia in the background.
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Although Welland City limits were 5*6 km downstream from

WRC2, the effects of urbanization as discussed in subsequent

sections were apparent at this sampling site. Typically,

residential buildings were set well back (l50-200m) from the

river on the south bank. Dwellings occurred infrequently and

flanked the Welland Airport (km 29 • 8 to km 31 '4) along the

north bank of the river. The major land use of this area was

agricultural

.

Myriophyllum sp. , and Elodea canadensis formed a submersed

skirt in front of the moderately dense stands of Typha

latifolia that grew in the shalloxv waters of the river (Plate

2). There was little additional instream cover, except for

the occasional hawthorn branch. The river was 78 m wide with

a maximum depth of 3*4 m at WRC2.

The Ministry of Environment obtained water sampled from

below the O'Reilly's Road bridge, 1.4 km downstream of where

the nets were set.

Access to this station was via a mud-clay boat ramp 0.2

km downstream from the O'Reilly's Road bridge.

c) Welland River Old Siphons - WROS

WROS was located 3*2 km downstream from the western

limits of the City of Welland, thereby placing sample site

number three in a downtown vicinity (Plate 3)« The Welland

River flows through the area in an easterly direction.
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Plate 2. WRC2 as viewed from the south shore. Note the

Typha latifolia and deciduous trees that separate
the cultivated fields from the river.
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Plate 3. WROS as viewed from the west. At this downtown
VVelland location the muddy waters of the Welland
River (foreground) flow underneath the less
turbid waters of the Old Welland Ship Canal »
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passing under Highway 58 (Niagara Street) and proceeding

through the inverted siphons of the Old Welland Ship Canal.

Tlie banks of the river between these two points, a distance

of 200 m, are covered by concrete slabs. Little vegetation

lined the banks except for the occasional Salix nigra > Stonn

runoff from streets and parks, human sewage and industrial

wastes contribute to the loading within tliis stretch of the

river.

The Ministry of the Environment obtained water sampled

for analysis in proximity to the siphons. No nets were set

at this location.

d) Welland River Port Robinson - MIPR

The Welland River flows in an easterly direction through

the City of Vv'elland where it receives dilution water from the

Ship Canal. The downstream side of the inverted siphons at

km 16.1 was the site chosen by the Ontario Ministry of the

Environment for the collection of water samples. Gill nets

were set 500 km downstream of the siphons and within the town

limits of Port Robinson. At this downstream location aquatic

growth was luxurious (Plate 4)» Dense stands of submersed

vegetation and nearby terrestrial vegetation (Myriophyllum sp.

,

Elodea canadensis , Valisneria americana ) formed a thick fringe

in front of a wall of Typha latifolia on both banks, north and

south. Salix nigras and other deciduous trees separated the

3!.* latifolia from the thick tangle of shrubs and grasses that
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Plate 4. The north shore of ^vTlPR. Note the Typha latifolia
and deciduous trees that separate the river from
the town of Port Robinson (background).
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grew beyond the banks . The river was 80 m wide and had a

maximum depth of 3*5 m at the \VRPR site

.

Access to this station and to WRTC was via a steep clay

boat ramp situated 1.9 kjn doivnstream of WRPR. Although there

were no instream obstructions at this location > the nets were

often fouled with domestically derived jetsam, and wastes

from the City of Welland.

e) Welland River Thompson Creek - VfRTC

The 8.3 kjn stretch of the Welland River between WRPR

(km 15 -5 ) and WRTC (km 7*2) is a relatively undeveloped

area and has a small number of houses and farms along its

banks. Only two large industries, namely B.F. Goodrich and

Cyanimid, are located along this section of the river. B.F.

Goodrich is located on the north shore and is adjacent to

and upstream from the Cyanimid complex*

On inspection of this area, only one direct source of

effluent loading was found to be derived from B.F. Goodrich,

while two direct and one indirect source of loading was

attributed to Cyanimid of Canada, Ltd. At km 10.8, which

coincides with the first Cyanimid effluent source, several

banks of orange precipitate had formed within the river. One

such bank of precipitate measured 10 ra across and was

approximately 3*5 m deep. About 320 m downstream, the second

Cyanimid effluent source, a 60 cm diameter culvert, dumps
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large volumes of obnoxious materials into the river. The

immediate area was devoid of terrestrial and aquatic

vegetation. The resulting plume from this source was still

obvious 3*4 '<in dovirnstream at the confluence of the Welland

River and Thompson Creek.

Thompson Creek is the third major source of effluent

loading by Cyanimid to this section of the river. The creek

and its immediate banks were devoid of all algae and aquatic

vegetation. Large banks of soft precipitate and muck had

formed across the mouth of Thompson's Creek. These sediment

banks extended several hundred metres downstream . The

Thompson's Creek water, like other Cyanimid effluents, was

usually restricted to the north bank of the Welland River.

At the actual sampling site, 200 m downstream from the

confluence of the Welland River and Thompson's Creek, the

north bank \\ras devoid of vegetation. Immediately downstream

of the sampling site, small isolated stands of T. latifolia

were present

.

In direct contrast, the south bank was covered with

luxuriant aquatic and terrestrial vegetation. Submersed

aquatics such as Myriophyllum sp . , Elodea canadensis and

Valisneria americana were found intermingled with Potamogeton

sp . , and Nuphar sp Together, this combination of submersed

and floating leaved aquatic plants formed a three to five

metre wide skirt in front of the Sagittaria sp . , and/or
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Typha sp. , which in turn grew in front of the stands of

Juncus,composites^and Salix nigras (Plate 5).

The river here is 80 m wide and has a maximum depth of

4.0 m. Gill nets were set 200 m downstream of the mouth of

Thompson's Creek.

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment obtained their

water samples for this site from underneath the Montrose

bridge which was 4OO m downstream of Thompson's Creek.
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Plate 5« The south shore of V/RTC as viewed from downstream
of the station. Here, such submergents as
Myriophyllum sp , Elodea canadensis , and Potamogeton sp .

formed a wide skirt in front of the Sagittaria s£.
and Typha latifolia ivliich, in turn, grew in front of
Juncus, composites and deciduous trees.
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B. WATER QUALITY

1 . Ontario Ministry of Environment Water Quality Data

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment made accessible

their monthly sampled water chemistry and biology records

for the Welland River. Records existed for a minimum of

twenty parameters, for each of four stations for periods of time

(Table 1). These data were digitized and entered upon magnetic

tape to permit summarization and statistical manipulation. A 22 00

Series Wang Computer system was employed for this purpose. All

computer programs designed for the present study are included in

Appendix A

.

Table 1. Sampling intervals of available M.O.E, water
quality data

STATION SAMPLING INTERVAL

FROM TO

WRTC January, 1966 Present

\s'R.FR January, I966 Present

WTIOS January, 1977 Present

VmC2-«- January, 1978 Present

^Station WRC2 was added to the Ministry's sampling program in
consideration of this thesis.

2 . Discrete Measurements

a ) Snecific Conductance

Specific conductance profile and transects were performed
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in conjunction with gill netting at each of the stations

(except WROS ) . A Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Ltd., Model

33 S.C.T. portable conductivity meter was employed for these

measurements. This meter had previously been calibrated with

standards of known conductivity and was checked several times

during the study . All readings were corrected for temperature

as this instrument was not temperature compensating.

Conductivity profiles were performed at a midstream

location at 0.5 «n depths intervals. Conductivity transects

were performed at . 3 Jn below the water's surface and at five

metre intervals proceeding from the north bank to the south

bank

.

b) Dissolved Oxygen

Measurement of dissolved oxygen concentrations were

performed in a manner similar to those of specific conductance

measurements. Profiles, transects, depths and intervals were

the same as those for specific conductance. As with the

conductivity measurements, the dissolved oxygen measurements

were performed in conjunction with gill-netting at each of the

stations (except \/ROS).

c) Other Parameters

Secchi depth was estimated for each station in conjunction

with gill-netting (except WROS). The Secchi depth was estimated

only at midstream locations and in the shade cast by the motor





launch . The Secchi depth was measured twice and the average

of the two readings reported. The disc used was of a white

plexi-glass construction and had a diameter of 20 cm.

Local weather conditions - including percent cloud cover,

wind speed and direction, air temperature and precipitation,

were noted each time nets were set or recovered or when water

quality measurements were made.

3 . Continuous Measurements

a) Specific Conductance

In an attempt to determine the cause and/or source of

large fluctuations within the specific conductance of the

lower Welland River, two continuous specific conductance

meters were employed. These were intercalibrated with

standards of known conductivity before being employed in

the field. Calibration was checked at weekly intervals with

the YSI portable conductivity meter. Both of the continuous

meters were temperature compensating instruments . The first

meter, an S.I. Lisle InStream Continuous Conductivity Meter

with a range of 0-500 ^mhos was placed at WRPR. The instrument

and power pack was placed on the north bank, approximately

200 m downstream of where the gill nets were set. The probe

was suspended 10 m from the bank and 15 cm below the water's

surface. The second meter, a Ilydrolab TC-2 Continuous

Recording Conductivity Meter with a range of 0-10,000 >in»hos
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was placed at WRTC This instrument with a Cole-Parmer Mark

VII Potentiometric recorder was placed on the north bank>

approximately 35 >" downstream of the confluence of Thompson's

Creek and Welland River. The probe was suspended 8 m from the

and 15 cm below the water's surface.

C. FISH

1. Gill Netting

The native fish populations were sampled by means of gill

nets that were set for 24 hr time periods. In all gill nets were

set 36 times. This represented nine monthly samples (Table 2) at

each of the four stations. All netting was done between November 1,

1977 and November 3, 1978. The gill nets were of a multifilament

nylon thread composition with a panel height of 1 . 5 m and a total

length of 164 ni. These nets were of a graded mesh construction

and comprized of nine individual mesh sizes with two 9 • 1 m (30 ft)

panels of each mesh size per net. These nets were constructed

so that the smallest meshes were at the extremities. The mesh

sizes (stretched length) ranged from 3.8 cm (I.5 in) to 13*9 cm

(5-5 in) by 1.3 cm (0.5 in) intervals. These net sizes are

standard sizes as selected by most survey programs (i .e., Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources).

The nets were set from a five meter long (33 horsepower)

motor launch that had been equipped with a small net reel

(0.9 m diameter) for such purposes. The shallow draft of this

vessel allowed the ends of the net to be anchored and buoyed
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TABLE 2 . Gillnetting schedule including the time of the setting
and lifting of the nets.

NET SET NO. WRCl WRC2 WRPR WRTC

1977

1 1400.05-11 1430.02.11 1500.15.11 1430.17.11
1400.06.11 1430.03.11 1505.16.11 1435.18.11

1978

2 1500.08.04 1245.10.04 1415.12.04 1420.13.04
1500.09.04 1250.11.04 1400.13.04 1415.14.04

3 1145.16.05 1345.16.05 14.00.18.05 1400.18.05
1120.17.05 1330.17.05 1415.19.05 1330.19.05

4 1420.07.06 1530.07.06 1520.09.06 1545.09.06
1430.08.06 1535.08.06 1500.10.06 1545.10.06

5 16.15.04.07 1440.04.07 1400.07.07 1500.07.07
1630.05.07 1455.05.07 1345.08.07 1445.08.07

6&7 1100.27.07 1135.31.07 1200.03.08 1145.08.08
1105.28.07 1130.01.08 1205.04.08 1150.09.08

8 1200.11.09 1330.11.09 1130.14.09 1230.14.09
1200.12.09 1330.12.09 1135.15.09 1225.15.09

9 1030.31.10 1130.31.10 1005.02.11 1110.02.11
1020.01.11 1120.01.11 1005.03.11 1110.03.11
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in a depth of 60 cm or less of vfater. The nets were laid at a

35 degree angle from the downstream bank of the river to be south

bank. When the nets with the captured fish were recovered, they

were lifted from the downstream end first.

Fish and nets were labelled and transported back to the

laboratory where they were separated. The fish were identified

as to species according to the classification of Scott and Grossman

(1973 )> measured (fork length or total length depending on species),

weighed and dissected to determine sex and maturity. Three sex

categories, male, female and unknown (e.g., too young to be sexed)

were recognii'ed in combination with nine states of gonadal

maturity (Figure 3)- These classifications are the same as those

recognised by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources.

After the fish had been removed, the nets were cleared of

debris, soaked overnight in dilute laundry detergent and rinsed

thoroughly. The nets were then wound on a 2.0 m diameter net reel to

dry. Nets were repaired or replaced as required.

During the month of April, 1978, a monofilament survey net

(courtesy of the Royal Ontario Museum) measuring 40 m by 1.5 m

with a graded mesh of 3 '8 cm up to 8.9 cm was substituted for the

longer series of nets at each station.

One setting of the nets at a station was defined as one unit

of effort. One catch per unit effort was equivalent to the total

catch at any one time at any one of the stations.
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IV. RESULTS -

A. WATER QUALITY

1 . Ontario Ministry of Environment Data

a

)

Introduction

Access to the Ontario Ministry of the Environment's

unpublished (and provisional) Routine Inland Water Quality

Monitoring Netv\^ork Data allowed the comparison of four

stations for 27 water quality parameters. Not all records

were complete and only two stations had been monitored for

reasonable lengths of time . An additional six parameters

were derived from the above-mentioned information . These

were : percent oxygen saturation, dissolved solids, total

nitrogen, organic nitrogen, particulate phosphorus and fecal

coliform-fecal streptococci ratio. Eight rare metals were

monitored in 1977/1978 at WRTC only (Table 6 ).

b) Total Mean Concentrations

The Ministry's data were first tabulated in order to

determine mean concentrations during the entire sampling

periods (Table 3 to 5 ) • Ninety-five percent confidence

limits were calculated and the difference between the mean

and the limits (the confidence interval) appear following the

mean. Seasonal influences contributed to the large confidence

limits, making it necessary to resort to a non-parametric
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TABLE 6, Yearly mean concentrations (jjig/l) of various
heavy metals within the Welland River at
station VfllTC, 1976-1978. The sample number
appears in brackets after the mean.

(courtesy MOE )
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ELEMENT

1976

YEAR

1977 1978

Arsenic

Cadmium

Chromium

Copper

Lead

Mercury

Nickel

Zinc

1-0 (3)

8.0 (3)

33.0 (3)

23.0 (3)

10.0 (3)

0.07(3)

27.0 (3)

27.0 (3)

2.0 (4)

5.0 (4)

2.0 (4)

23.0 (4)

20.0 (4)

0.028 (4)

18.0 (4)

20.0 (4)

1.0 (4)

5.0 (4)

40.0 (4)

10.0 (4)

30.0 (4)

0.025 (4)

20.0 (4)

10.0 (4)
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paired variate test in order to determine differences between

means. A Wilcoxson paired sign rank test is such, a test

(Bliss, 1964) • The results of the Wilcoxson test are found

after the confidence limit-mean differences. Three levels of

probability are recognized p£ . 1 (no asterisk), p^O.05 (one

asterisk) and p£r 0.001 (two asterisks).

Examination of Tables 3 to 5 reveals several trends . One

such trend is the general increase of bacteria with distance

downstream. This trend was typical of biological oxygen

demand as well

.

Nutrient concentrations, such as that of nitrogenous or

phosphorus compounds, also increased with distance down-

stream, with a consistent exception of those concentrations

at WRC2 . Waters of WI^C2 usually contained higher

concentrations than those at WROS , and often more than those

at WRPR, but seldom higher than those at ^vflRTC.

Eight parameters - acidity, hardness, dissolved oxygen,

colour, turbidity, pll, silicate and suspended solids -

displayed no substantially significant trend when examined in

this fashion.

b) Yearly Mean Concentrations

The preceding data were then reorganized and summarized

with yearly mean concentrations when possible. Yearly mean

concentrations are presented in Figures 4 to 30. If the
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sampling was sporadic, the data is presented alternatively

in Tables 7 t-o H* The number of samples which the mean

represents appear bracketed after the mean . These data were

then examined for the presence of trends through time.

A maximum of one year's data were available for \VRC2.

Therefore, it was not possible to establish inter-year trends

within the river at this station. It was also not possible

to establish such trends at WROS due to an inadequate data

base. There was a maximum of two years data at this location.

Comparisons between these two years though, reveal reductions

in all parameters except those of dissolved oxygen (Figure 5),

pH (Figure 8 ), alkalinity (Figure 9 ) and total dissolved

solids (Figure 11).

Thirteen years of water quality data were available for

stations WRPR and WRTC . Within the data base of WRPR, two

major trends were apparent. The first trend was a nine year

general increase or decrease (dependent on parameter) between

the years of 196? and 1975« This nine year trend was most

noticeable in such parameters as dissolved oxygen content,

per cent oxygen saturation, biological oxygen demand, total

phosphorus and soluble phosphorus (Figures 5 to 7 and Figure

16). The trend is less pronounced but still noticeable for

such parameters as total solids, total dissolved solids,

turbidity, specific conductance, particulate phosphorus,

total nitrogen, ammonia, nitrite and nitrate (Figures 11, 12,
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TABLE 7 . Yearly mean chemical oxygen demand (mg/1) for
the Welland River, 1977-1978. (Courtesy MOE)

98

YEAR STATION

\VRC2 WROS WRPR WRTC

1977'

1978 55.42 (12) 27.25 (8)

52.08 (12)

37.41 (12) 36.08 (12)

TABLE 8 i Yearly mean apparent Colour (llazen Units) for the
Welland River, 1975-1978. (Courtesy MOE )

.

YEAR STATION

WRC2 WROS WRPR WRTC

1975
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TABLE 10 . Yearly mean silicon concentrations (mg/l) for the
Welland River, 1976-1978. (Courtesy MOE),

99

YEAR STATION

WRC2 M'lOS Wl^PR WRTC

1976

1977

1978 1.875 (12) 0.356 (8) 0.666 (12)

0.045 (10)

1.004 (12)

0.545 (11)

TABLE .11 i Yearly mean sulphate concentrations (mg/l) for the
Welland River, 1976-1978 .

(Courtesy MOE).

YEAR STATION

WRC2 WROS WRPR ^TiTC

1976

1977

1978 81.54 (12) 26.87 (8) 39.67 (12)

41.05 (10)

60.75 (12)

43.64 (11)
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14, 15> 18, 19, 22 to 24 respectively).

The nine year time interval, 1968-1975> coincides with

the completion of the Welland Water Pollution Control Plant

in 1968 and the subsequent diversion of the sanitary sewers

which previously flowed into the Welland River. The diversion

of the sewers was ninety five per cent completed in 1975

( T.Birch, personnal communication).

The second major trend that was detected within the

majority of the parameters was a general and dramatic

destabilization of yearly mean concentrations during 1971-

1973* This interval was especially noticeable in such a

parameter as mean yearly temperature (Figure 't ) , This trend

can also be detected in other parameters such as dissolved

oxygen concentrations, biochemical oxygen demand, total

solids, total dissolved solids > total suspended solids,

turbidity, total phosphorus, total nitrogen, particulate

phosphorus, organic nitrogen and total coliform (Figures 5,

7, 11 to 14, 16, 18 to 20 and 28 respectively). This trend

was less noticeable, but still present for per cent oxygen

saturation, specific conductance, Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate

and chloride (Figures 6, 15, 21 land 24 respectively).

Unfortunately, data during this time period is lacking for

pK, alkalinity, hardness^ iron, fecal coliform and fecal

streptococci (Figures 8, 9, 10, 26,, 28, and 29 respectively).

This time interval (1971-1973) coincides with construction
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and completion of the Welland bypass for tlie New Welland Ship

Canal. During construction, a 700 lu section of the Welland

River was moved 600 m to the south of the original river bed.

It now flows througli the new syphons at Port Robinson

(Figure 2 ).

V^RTC is downstream and hence the receiving water of WRPR.

As may be expected, most of the parameter concentrations

examined for the waters of \VRTC mimic that of WRPR. Notable

exceptions included specific conductance phosphorus, soluble

phosphorus, all of the nitrogenous concentrations, chloride

and the fecal coliform/fecal streptococci ratio (Figures i^S

*'0 17»,19 ^o '^A> 25 and 30 respectively.

2 . Additional Water Quality Data

a) Temperature

Temperature profiles of the Welland River revealed that

the river did not thermally stratify during the period of

investigation (Figure 3l)* However, slight temperature

discontinuities were present on occasion as a result of

prevailing weather conditions.

Furthermore, there was no apparent difference in

temperature between stations, indicating that the river warmed

and cooled along its length at an approximately similar rate

.

b) Discrete Specific Conductance Data

Additional information on the specific conductance was
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collected with a portable conductivity meter. The time and

place of sampling coincided with gillnetting (Table 2 ) or

with periods of continuous monitoring (Table 13). In the

latter case, the values are not reported here. They served

to verify the accuracy and intercalibration of the continuous

monitoring instruments during field operations.

The specific conductance values measured with the portable

meter, broaden the time base of investigation of the

conductivity of the waters of the Welland River and supported

the estimated mean values of specific conductance that were

derived from continuous monitoring. Calculated means for

mainstream VfR?K and WRTC were 361.7 and 36? •! M^hos/cm respectively

(Table 12). There was no variation in the conductivity of the

water at ^VRPR (within the accuracy of the meter, "t 2.5/S)

between north and south banks, nor was there any variation

with depth at \tfRPR.

This was not the case further downstream at the WRTC site

•

In every case, the specific conductance of the waters near the

north bank was greater than that of the mainstream, often by

a factor of 2.5 or more (Table 12)* The effluents responsible

for elevating the conductivity of the water were above ambient

temperature and floated as a visible stream on top of the

V^elland River. This gave rise to a thermal and specific

conductance stratification in the less turbulent waters north

of the main current in this stretch of the river. Waters
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TABLE 12 i Specific conductance of the Welland River as
measured by a portable meter (jimhos/cm 25 C).
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south of midstream were homogenous with the mainstream of the

river ( Fig. 32).

Upstream of these locations, at ^\^C2, the specific

conductance of the water of the Welland River ranged from 307

umhos (Oct. 4» 1978) to 667 >mhos (July 6, 1978). A mean

conductivity of 494 m^^os was calculated for \VRC2. There was

no variation in conductivity between the north and south banks

or with depth.

WRCl was similar to \VRC2 in respect to specific

conductance of the water . The mean conductivity was 48

1

>imhos and the range was from 237 )imhos (08.04.1978) to 752

pmhos (27.07*1978) at WRCl. There was no significant difference

(p>0.05) between the two stations, but , the specific

conductances at both stations were significantly (p:^O.Ol)

greater than the mainstream values observed at AVRPR and WRTC.

c) Continuous Specific Conductance Monitoring

Specific conductivity was monitored continuously for six

one week periods at WRTC and two ten day periods at WRPR

during the interval of investigation (Table 13).

During these times of continuous monitoring, the

specific conductance of the water at WRPR ranged from a low

of 315 Mmlios/cra(l5:00.15.09.1978) to a high of 415 ^unhos/cra(l2:30

19 •09 • 1978). The mean specific conductance was within the

range of 350 to 375 jumhos/.cm , There was a tendency for
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TABLE 13 . Sampling time intervals of the continuous
monitoring of specific conductance in the
lower Welland River, 1978.
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WEEK NO. STATION

WRPR

From To

\VRTC

From

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

13:30. 15.06 10:15.20.06

11:25.21.06 14:00.27.06

19:05.21.09 12:00.03.10

19:05.21.09 12:00.03.10

10:80.28.06

12»30.05.07

1 1*50.27 .09

11:50.27.09

11.45.04.07

23:30.13.07

13:40.03.10

13:40.03.10

low specific conductance values to be observed shortly before

24:00 and 12:00 hrs daily.

The specific conductance of the waters at V^TC were

considerably elevated from that observed at WRPR (Figure 33 a

and b). At no time did the specific conductance at WRTC fall

below 415 >imhos/cm. The estimated mean specific conductance

on the north bank was 1000 ;imhos/fcm .There were 51 instances

recorded during the 48 days of monitoring when specific

conductance was greater than 2000 ;imhos/fcm.ln eight of these

incidences, the specific conductances exceeded 5 kiirahos/cm

and once, the specific conductance exceeded the 10 kumhos/cm

limitations of the machine (Figure 33 b) . These sudden
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fluctuations of specific conductance were not observed at

the upstream WRPR station

.

B. FISH

1 . Distribution of Fish Along the VvTelland River .

a) Numerical Abundance > Diomass and Species Richness

During a twelve month sampling period, 2 5 species and two

hybrid types representing 1,214 individuals massing a total

of 299.5 kg were captured from the Welland River. The

majority (50.25^5) of these fish, and a large proportion of the

biomass (A3»75%) were captured at one location - \\^Cl. The

numbers of the individuals captured decreased with distance

downstream (Table 14, Figure 34 ). The least harvest was

obtained at the furthest downstream station, V^RTC wliere only

56 individuals totalling 29.6 kg were captured. These trends

of reduced numerical abundance and biomass downstream were

significantly correlated to distance downstream (p = O.OI6,

p = 0.004, respectively). Numerical abundance was also

significantly correlated to biomass (p = 0.003) • A significant

correlation (p = 0.033) of a reduction of species richness

with distance downstream was also evident.

Twenty one species and hybrid types, 77*8^ of the total

number of species, were found at UTICI. In comparison, only

12 species and hybrid types (44*4^) were recovered at the
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furthest downstream station WRTC . Despite the similarity of

this trend between species richness and numerical abundance,

only a slight correlation existed (p = 0.05) A significant

correlation was present, however, between species richness

and biomass (p = 0.03)

•

Upon standardized to per unit catch effort (Table 15 )>

it was apparent from these data that similar trends existed

for each of numerical abundance, species richness and biomass

when correlated with distance downstream (Figxire 34 ) .

Significantly, greater numbers of fish, representing greater

number of species and a greater biomass were landed at WRCl

than anywJiere else (Table l6 ). Similarly, catches at WRC2

were significantly greater than those downstream. This trend

for numerical abundance, mass and species richness was not

significant for the comparison of catches at WRPR and WRTC.

This was due to the sporadic nature of the catches at WRPR

and especially at WRTC (Figures 35 and 36).

2. Distribution of the Fish Within the \»'elland River at

the Stations

a) Distribution of Fish Across the River at the Stations.

Numerical abundance, biomass and species richness were

equally distributed between the north and south banks of the

river at all locations except V\?RTC (Table 17) . At ^VRTC there

was significantly (p<: 0.025) fewer fish on the north bank
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Table l6. Level of probabilities associated with differences

in catch per unit effort between stations along the Welland
River. Probabilities are based on the results of a Student's

t Test of row column .
"^

a) Number Per Unit Catch Effort

> V
v^ J ^

STATION

WRC2

STATION

WRPR WRTC

3^

\ -5 -

WRCl
WRC2
WRPR

0.0299 0.0045
0.0165

b) Mean Biomass Per Unit Catch Effort

0.0027
0.0077
0.3189

STATION

WRC2

STATION

WRPR WRTC

WRCl
WRC2
WRPR

0.0583 0.0034
0.0588

0.0041
0.0278
0.2840

c) Species Richness (Mean) Per Unit Catch Effort

STATION STATION

V\fRC2 WRPR WRTC

WRCl
WRC2
AVRC3

0.0148 0.0033
0.0535

0.0012
0.0049
0.0663
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3ao
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Month of Capture

b)
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MoniS oF Capture

Fi(;uro 36 . Bioniass of fish cauj-ht per catch at each of the four

stations; a) absolute biomas.s, b) rc3.ative bioniass.
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than the south bank* There was also significantly less

biomass (p = 0.05) and fewer species (p^ 0.025) found on the

north bank than the south bank at WRTC (Table 17).

b) Numerical Abundance ^ Biomass and Species Ricliness

There was a large fluctuation in numerical abundance

»

biomass and species richness during the nine sets at each

station (Figures 35>36, and 37* respectively). Within any one

station, however, numerical abundance, biomass and species

richness were always significantly inter-correlated (Table 18 )

with the exception of biomass and species richness at WRPR

.

In this one case, the biomass and species richness correlation

approached significance (p = 0.055)*

There was not a significant correlation between mean

numerical abundance or mean biomass and number of new species

per catch for any of the stations, nor was there any significant

correlation between number of catches and number of new species

per catch for any of the stations

.

However, the accumulative total number of species (Table

19 ) was significantly correlated with accumulative numerical

abundance biomass and set number for each station (Table 20)*

c) The Stations

(i) WRCl

Five taxa: crappies, brown bullheads, channel catfish,

carp and freshwater drum dominated the fish population of the
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TABLE 18. Inter-correlation (r) and significance (p) between
numerical abundance, biomass and species richness.

,123

STATION

Numerical
Abundance
& Biomass

CORRELATIONS

Numerical
Abundance
& Species
Richness

Biomass and
Species

Richness

WRCl 0.7448(0.021)

WRC2 0.9733(<0.001)

V?RPR 0.9178(<0.001)

\^TC 0. 9302 (< 0.001)

0.8875(0.002)

0.7987(0.010)

0.7638(0.017)

0.9411(<'0.001)

0.7602(0.017)

0.7986(0.010)

0.6527(0.055)

0.8l43(<0.001)
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TABLE 1 9 a Number of new species per catch effort along
the Well and Rivei''.

STATION
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TABLE 20 . Correlation coefficient (and probability) for
acciunulative species number when correlated
with net (catch) number, accumulative abundance
and accumulative biomass.

STATION SET NUMBER ACCUMULATIVE
ABUNDANCE

ACCUMULATIVE
BIOMASS

^VRCl 0.98l3(<O.OOl)

WRC2 0.9691(<0.001)

WRPR 0.9417(<0.001)

WRTC 0.8935(0.002)

0.980l(<rO.OOl)

0. 94 10 (< 0.001)

0.8711(0.003)

0.9203(<O.OOl)

0.8786(<O.OOl)

0.9395(<O.OOl)

0.9093(0.001)

0.9425(<0.001)
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Welland River at WRCl. Together, these five taxa accounted

for 83*95^ of the total number and 82.3/S of the total biomass

of fish that were landed at WRCl (Table 21).

TABLE 21 i Dominant tj'axa abundance and biomass at WRCl.
Relative frequencies and biomass appear in
brackets.
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Table 21. Number of fish caught at WRCl

,
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Species
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Although most taxa were present at rather constant

concentration, some such as crappies, fluctuated greatly.

Sevferal species were present in greater numbers than usual

for short periods of time. This often coincided with the

maturation of the gonads as in gizzard shad and carp (Table

24) • An increase in numbers of channel catfish per catch

was the result of an influx of young catfish into the nets

causing the mean individual weight to decrease (Table 25)*

Mean number per catch and mean biomass per unit catch

effort were 67.8 (t 3O.691) individuals and 14,560.0

("t 5,903.0) respectively. In all, 610 individuals weighing

131*040.0 g were captured at \i?RCl . This represents 21 taxa

and a mean species richness of 9«11 (- 2.235) per unit

catch effort . All taxa were examined for a preference to

one bank or the other. In all cases, no preference was found

for any of the taxa captured at WRC 1 , either numerically, or

by weight (Table 26 and 27 respectively )

.

(ii) \VRC2

Three taxa dominated the catch numerically: crappies

(32.0^), channel catfish (18.85S) and freshwater drum (15»8^).

Together these three accounted for 66.7^ of the individuals

caught at ;VRC2, but only 38.6^ of the biomass (Table 28).

The dominant taxa by weight were carp (32. 4^) > freshwater

drum (l6.1$y), channel catfish (15.1^) and northern pike

(14. 4?^).
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Tabic 25. Mean Individual bloin.iss (In g) per catch at WRCl

Specter.
Set Number

Total

/mia calva
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TABLE 28. Dominant taxa abundance and biomass at V^RC2

.

Relative frequencies appear in brackets.

SPECIES NUMERICAL BIOMASS
ABUNDANCE (kg)

1. Pomoxis (Crappies) I46 (32.0) 7*284 (7.5)

2. Ictalurus punctatus 86 (18.8) 14.592 (l5.l)
(channel catfish

)

3. Aplodinotus grunniens 72 (15.8) 15.61I (l5.l)
(Freshwater drum)

4. Esox lucius 31 (6.8) 13.942 (14.4)
(Northern pike)

5. Cyprinus carpio 29 (6.3) 31-952 (32.5)
(Carp)

Dominant Taxa Total : 364 (79.8) 82.78I (85.7)

All species total 456 (lOO.O) 96.555 (lOO.O)

Carp and northern pike, along with gizzard shad and

bro'.im bullhead v;ere numerically conuiion (greater than $%

relative abundance). Nine other taxa were rarely captured

(Table 29 ) and comprized only 7% of the biomass at WRC2

(Table 30 )

.

Mean catches were comprized of 50.7 (- 27.88) individuals

totalling 10.728 (t 6,668) kg. In all, 456 individuals

totalling 96.555 kg from I6 taxa were captured at \VRC2.
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Table 2'» . Number of fish caught at WRC2
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Table 30.
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Mean species ricliness per unit catch effort was 7»11 (- 1»87)

taxa . The mean numbers, of individuals per catcli was not

constant. Large increases of individuals per catch observed

for gizzard shad and carp coincided with the maturation of

the gonads of both sexes in these species (Table 31 )•

Numbers of individuals per catch of channel catfish peaked

with the influx of large numbers of young fish into the nets.

Mean individual weiglit of channel catfish decreased to 111.5 g

during this time (Table 32). Large fluctuations in numbers

of individuals per catch were also observed for crappies

during the sampling period.

All taxa were examined for a preference of one bank or

the other (Tables 33 and 34 ) . Carp (both numerically and

by weight) were the only taxa that displayed any significant

(p— 0.01 in both cases) preference. Carp were more often

captured on the north bank than the south bank at this

station . Examination of the female carp caught at this

location revealed that all the individuals of spawning (3 '6)

or pre-spawning maturity (3 '5) were captured on the north

side of the river. Non-spawning females or females that did

not possess ripe or nearly ripe ovaries, were approximately

equally distributed between north and south banks (40^, and

60^ respectively).

(iii) WRPR

Three taxa dominated the captures at ^vTlPR; these were
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Table 32. Mean Individual biomass (in g) per catch at WRC2

Species
Set Number

8 Total

Dorosoma cepediamm
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golden shiners (22.8ji), carpxgoldfish liybrids (l8.5!^) and

goldfish (13^) (Table 35). The latter two, carpxgoldfish

hybrids and goldfish accounted for 73 '^/o of the biomass at

WRPR (35. 55^ and 38.1^ respectively). Golden shiners, along

with four common taxa and eight infrequent taxa comprized

68.5^ of the individuals but only 26. 4p of the biomass.

TABLE 35 . Dominant taxa abundance and biomass at V/lvPR.

Relative frequencies and biomasses appear
in brackets.

SPECIES NUMERICAL BIOMASS
ABUNDANCE (kg)

1. Notemigonus crysoleucas 21(22.8) .708 (1.7)
(Golden shiner)

2. Cyprinus carpio x 17(l8.5) 16.II3 (38.1)
Carassius auratus

(Carp X Goldfish
Hybrid)

3. Carassius auratus 12(13-0) 15.005 (35-5)
(Goldfish)

Dominant Taxa Total: 50 (54*3) 31.825 (75-3)

All Species Total : 92 (lOO.O) 42.279 (lOO.O)

A mean capture of 10.2 (1 5.977) individuals per catch

totalling a mean of 4.698 (1 3.114) was observed at ^^TiPR. In

all, 92 individuals from 15 taxa were captured during the
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sampling period (Table 36). Mean species richness per unit

catch effort was 4.78 (1 1.66). Collectively, these fisJi

massed 42.278 kg (Table 37).

Except for the three closely related taxa of carp,

carpxgoldfish hybrids and goldfish, all taxa were caught

sporadically. Large increases in two taxa, that of the carp x

goldfish hybrid and of the golden shiner (during the 9th

netting) were responsible for a 138^ increase in the mean

number caught per catch and a 130^ increase in the mean

weight per catch. There was a small increase in mean

individual weight associated \tfith the increase in catch

(Table 39).

All taxa vtfere examined for a bias for one bank or the

other. No bias, by weight or numerically, was evident for

any taxa (Tables 40 and 41).

No individuals were found that were in spawning condition

in any taxa. However, females in a pre-spawning state (3*5)

were found for each of the carp, goldfish, golden sliiner,

yellow perch and rainbow trout at WR.PR (Table 38)*

(iv) WRTC

Carpxgoldfish hybrids were the most abundant taxa at

WRTC comprizing 28.6^ numerically and 45.1^ of the biomass,

(Table 42). Carp were also significant at WRTC both in

numbers and mass (l4.3^ and 34.1^ respectively). Two other

species were abundant, rock bass and white bass, each
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Table 3^ . Number of fish caught at WRPR

140

Species
Set Number

Total

Esox lucius
2.

Salmo gairdneri
3.

Pomoxis

Ambloplites rupestris
5.

Morone chrysops
6.

Perca flavescens
7.

Cyprinus carpio
8.

Carasslus auratus
9.

C. carpio x C^ auratus
10.

Notemigonus crysoleucas
11.

Catastomus commersoni
12.

Ictalurus nebulosus
13.

I. nebulosus x I^ melas
14.

I. punctatus
15.

Noturus flavus

Totals

2 1

1 4

3

1

1

2

3

3

1

2

3

1

11

4 1

1

13 13

2

3

1

1

3

1

2

8

16

1

1

33

1

1

4

7

2

6

7

12

17

21

3

3

1

6

1

92
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Table .37. Blomass (In e) of fish caught at WRPR.

Species
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TABLE 42 . Dominant taxa abundance and biomass at \7RTC.

Relative frequencies and biomasses appear
in brackets

•

SPECIES NUMERICAL BIOMASS
ABUNDANCE (kg)

1 . Cyprinus carpio x ;;'

Carassius auratus

(Carp X Goldfish hybrid) 16 (28.6) 13.36? (45.1)

2. Cyprinus carpio 8 (42.9) 10.114 (34*1)

(Carp)

Dominant Taxa Total : 24 (42.9) 23.481 (79.2)

All Species Total 56 (lOO.O) 29.631 (100 .00)

:'

•'i
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representing 10.7/S of the catch (Table 43 ) • The largest

individual caught was a rainbow trout that weighed 2.64O kg

(8.9 per cent of the catch; Table 44).

A. mean capture of 6.2 (- 4.52) individuals per catch

with a total of 3.292 (- 3»884) kg per unit catch was observed

at WRTC In all, 56 individuals from 12 taxa were captured

during the sampling period. This represented a mean species

richness of 3.0 (i I.67) per catch. Collectively, these

fish massed 29.631 kg (Table 44).

Except for carpxgoldfish hybrid taxa, all taxa were

caught sporadically. Many of the individuals caught at this

station were of spawning (3.6) or near spawning condition

(Table 4 5)* Such was the condition of the single trout

caught (2.6), one of the two common shiners (3.6) and one

of the two golden shiners that were sexed. Two of the three

female freshwater drums had just spawned when captured.

Due to the sporadic capture of the taxa there were few

comparisons possible for mean biomass (Table 46). Sporadic

captures also made an examination for a bias for one bank

or the other, by taxa, impossible. However, by weight and

abundance there were significantly (p^O.05) more fish on

the south bank than the north bank when all taxa were

considered collectively (Tables 47 and 48)

.





Table 43. Number of fish caught at WRTC

158

Species
Set Number

Total

Salmo Ralrdnerl
2.

Pomoxis
3.

Ambloplites rupestris

4.

Morone chrysops
5.

Aplodlnotus grunniens
6.

Cyprinus carpio

7.

C. carpio x C^ auratus
8.

Notemigonus crysoleucas
^'

LNotropis atheiyioides

10. ^
N. cornutus
11.

Catostomus commersoni
12.

Ictalurus punctatus

Totals

1

4

1

1

1

3

1

1

4

1

4

5

6

1

22

2

3

2

1

1

13

1

2

6

6

4

8

16

3

2

2

5

1

55

'k
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Data in Tables 22, 23, 29, 30, 36, 37, 42 and 43 are

alternatively presented in figures 38 to 41'

Length-weiccht regressions of the form W =aL ( Log W =

Log a + b-}fLog L ) were calculated for all species (Table 49).

For the particular case of the genus Pomoxis , the regression

for the MlCl population is presented diagramatically ( Fig. 48).

Suspected jP. annularis (case one) and P^. nigromaculatus (case

two) regressions have also been included. These appear to

each side of the regression for the entire population ( solid

line ) .
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Fig. 38' Number of fisli per species caught each month.
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b) WRC2
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c) \\rRPR
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d) \VRTC
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Fig* 39' Biomass of fish per species caught per month.
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d) WRTC
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Fig. 40 . Relative number (%) of fish per species caught
each nonth

.
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Fig. 41 . Relative biomass {%) of fish per species caught each

month
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Discussion

A . Water Quality

Examination and interpretation of the data from the

forty-one water quality parameters revealed several major

events within the Welland River.

First and foremost, there was a difference in the quality

of effluent loading to the river along its length. Upstream

of the City of Welland, the major loading was from agricultural

sources. This was evidenced by the. low fecal coliform to fecal

streptococci ratio (O.78) and the high concentrations of

nutrients. Elevated concentrations of phosohorous compounds

(Figs. 16 to 18 ), and of many of the nitrogenous compounds (total

nitrogen, organic nitrogen, Kjeldahl nitrogen, ammonia, nitrite

and nitrate; Figs. 19 t>o 24 ) were present in this stretch of

the river. High concentrations of other parameters (i.e., total,

dissolved and suspended solids, alkalinity and turbidity) that

may be indicative of agricultural contributions were also

present. Absent were extreme and widely fluctuating concentrations

(especially of the nitrogenous and ferric compounds) that were

present in the Welland River downstream of the City of Welland.

At this latter site, domestic effluents (i.e., sewage ) were also

of importance as indicated by an increased bacteria ratio,

increased levels of nitrogenous compounds and increased oxygen

demands.
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The addition of dilution wiiter at WllOS resulted in an

improvement of water quality of the lower VVelland River. This

was supported by the respective increases or decreases of the

concentrations of all the chemical water quality parameters as

evidenced where the data were available (Table 3> Figs. 5 to 26).

The dilution waters also had the effect of increasing the water

temperature at this site. There was no other significant

I

temperature difference observed along the length of the river.

The addition of the dilution waters at WROS also resulted in

increased flow rates downstream of MiOS.

The lower Welland River, east of the City of Welland, had

continually improved water quality from 1968 to 1975 • It is

speculated that this improvement was due to the construction

of the Welland Water Pollution Control Plant in 1966 - 1968

and the successive diversion from the Welland River of ninety-

five per cent of the sanitary sewers during the following seven

years (1968 to 1975? T. Birch, pers. commun .
) . Observed increases

of water quality (i .e ., increased oxygen concentrations, decreased

oxygen demands, decreased phosphorus, nitrate, nitrite and

and chloride concentrations) are consistent with reduced raw

sewage loading (Ontario Ministry of Environment, 1975)*

An exception to this gradual improvement of the water

quality of the lower Welland River was the time period of

1971 to 1973' During this time, large increases in the
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concentrations of total solids, tubidity, total phospliorus,

Kjeldahl nitrogen, organic nitrogen and specific conductance

were observed. This coincided with the construction of the New

Welland Ship Canal and the subsequent relocation of a 500 m

stretch of the river bed. This construction is thought to be

responsible for observed degradation of the water quality as

similar increases have been reported douTistreara of other

construction projects (Harman, 1974; McKim et a_l . , 1975 J Brungs

et al., 1977).

A striking difference of water quality occurred between

the two sites ^sTlPR and V^TC. The waters at UT^TC had increased

concentrations of oxygen together with decreased oxygen demands

when contrasted \>rith the upstream locations (eg.,WRPR).

Turbidity, bacterial numbers and iron concentrations were also

lower at WITC. However, the river at WRTC was far from pristine.

Many obnoxious substances in large concentrations were found at

^v^RTC. Some such as ammonia may have occurred at lethal concentrations

to the biota. The river at \v'RTC was characterized (in comparison

to WRPR) by significant increases in the concentrations of

chloride, phosphorus, pH, silicate, total solids and specific

conductance. Significant increases in the concentration of other

parameters not tested were also suspected as gill nets set at

this site tended to disintegrate.

Further investigation revealed that the quality of the
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river water at \VRTC was not homogenous across its width (Fig. 32)

as was the case at the other sites. The waters along the north bank

were characterized by a significantly (p^O.OOl) greater specific

conductance than the rest of the river (Table 12). This greater

specific conductance was related to the distribution of the

effluents which originated from Cyanimid Co. Ltd.'s 60 cm pipe

and the waters of Thompson's Creek (Plate 6).

It was also observed that the quality of these effluents

was variable. Large and sudden fluctuations in the specific

conductance of the north shore waters were recorded. At times,

these fluctuations (shock loads) in specific conductance

exceeded 10,000 umhos/cm and peaked within 15 minutes. These

shock loads were often accompanied by large increases in total

solids (Plate 7). Intermittent sampling of the midstream location

such as performed by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment

officials failed to indicate the extreme conditions that pre-

vailed a few meters to the north.

In general, the concentrations observed at \VRTC for many

of the water quality parameters where criteria have been specified

exceeded the criteria established for the protection of fish

and aquatic life (c f. McNeely et al
• , 1979; Ontario Ministry of

the Environment, 1975> 1972; Environmental Protection Agency,

1972). Among these parameters were total suspended solids, total

phosphorus, ammonia, iron, arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead.
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Plate
(5 A downstream view of the 60 cm pipe (Cyanimid

Canada Co. Ltd.)* Note that the effluent from the
pipe is restricted to tlie north sliore and tliat
the shore is devoid of life.
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Plate 7. Thompson's Creek during a shock load. Note the
bright orange colour of the water. Thir. colouration
v.'as due to a suspended solid high in nitrogen . The
immediate bank of the river was typically devoid of
plant.s and grasses as can be seen here

.
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mercury, nickel, and zinc.

Concentrations of bacteria and chemicals at all sites

examined along the Welland River were prohibitive to

recreational (body contact) activities, livestock consumption

and industrial uses (cf. McNeely et £l • > 1979; Ontario Ministry

of the Environment, 1978, 1975; Environmental Protection Agency,

1972).
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B. Fish

1 ) Fish Distributions Within the VvTelland River

Fish were netted at three of the four water quality

stations and at an additional station (WRCl ) upstream of

\\'RC2 (Fig. 2 )• \VROS was not sampled for fish as the City of

Welland refused to allow entrance to this section of the river.

In general, species richness, total abundance and total

biomass were inversely correlated with distance downstream

(Table 14,, Fig. 34 , p^O.05)* Hence, degradation of water

quality coincided with the reduction of species richness,

abundance and biomass. Furthermore, soecies richness, fish

abundance and biomass along the river Avere all significantly

(p-O.05) inter-correlated. Species composition changed in a

predictable pattern from upstream to downstream sites. The

above inter-correlation resulted in signif icant . ( n — .05 ) or

nearly significant (p^O.lQ) differences between adjacent

stations with respect to the standardized units of soecies

richness per Unit Catch Effort, biomass oer U.C.E., and

abundance per U.C.E. The notable exception to the above was

that of MIPR and \VRTC where only species richness differed

(Table I6 ).

Large significant differences in abundance along the river

did not allow for direct comparison of soecies richness

between stations. A varying soecies comnosition and equitability

prevented the application of mathematical standardization

methods as described by Sanders (1968) or Hulbert (1971 )•
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Furthermore, within each station, species richness per

U.C.E., biomass per U.C.E., and abundance per U.C.E. were

closely correlated (Table 18 ) • In general, abundance accounted

for a greater percentage of the variability of both biomass and

species richness than did species richness or biomass.

The number of new species per catch at any of the

stations was poorly correlated with either abundance or

biomass (Table 19). Instead, accumulative species richness was

significantly (p^O.Ol) correlated with both accumulative

abundance and accumulative biomass. Accumulative species

richness was best correlated with sampling effort (Table 20,

Fig. 37). This has been documented in the literature within the

context of the truncated negative biriomial distribution

(Pielou, 1975).

As stated previously, abundance was statistically different

between stations and inversely correlated with distance down-

stream. These changes in abundance and the distribution of

abundance between species were not the result of the 'middle

species' increasing in abundance as predicted by Gray (l979)

but were correlated with a reduction in the number of species

present. In general, there was a decrease in abundance of all

species at the sites of degraded water quality, and a disappearance

downstream of the rare and middle species of the upstream stations.

Application of heterogeneity indices also resulted in
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failure as neither of the neccssai'y assumptions could be

juistified. Furthermore, the results of the application of these

indices defied interpretation as the highest diversities co-

incided with the most degraded water quality conditions.

The greatest changes in the fish populations along the

Vv'elland River occurred between V/11C2 and V.'KPR . This change, a

five-fold reduction in numei'-ical abundance and a two-fold

decrease in biomass, was accompanied by a decrease in species

richness of only one taxa . However, five taxa had been replaced

and many of the dominant species at V/RC2 had been reduced to a

mere presence.

This stretch of the river was the site of tlie first

substantial industrial discharge, but not the location of the

greatest changes in the water quality as measured by the

previously mentioned parameters. However, these parameters,

although indicative of many things, are not necessarily the

crucial factors affecting the distribution of fish. The greatest

changes in water quality, according to those parameters,

occurred between \\T\P1< and WRTC In this stretch of the river,

fish abundance decreased by 40 per cent, biomass by 30 per cent

and species richness by three taxa.

Upstream of the City of Vv'elland, at sites V.'RC2 and WRCl,

the river receives runoff from agricultural lands, effluents

from livestock operationfj and domestic sewage from poorly

maintained septic tanks, as was indicated by tlie water quality
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and bacteriological data. The dominant fish of this stretch

of the river were the eurythermal centrarchids, ictalurids and

cyprinids . These fish ai^e known to be tolerant of low dissolved

oxygen concentrations and hifjh turbidities . Species included:

p. annularis , P. nig^romaculatus , 1. nebulosus , I. punctatus and

C . carpio .

The members of the genus Pomoxis were so abundant in this

stretch of the river (greater than 30/^) that stunting of the

populations may have occurred. No individual Pomoxis greater than

270 g was captured and the average weight within these populations

was less than 61 g. In contrast, individuals in Ohio populations

may obtain maximum sizes that exceed I.3 kg and the average size

was usually greater than 200 g (Scott and Grossman, 1973) •

Weights in excess of 500 g are thought to be common for Ontario

(Scott and Grossman, 1973) •

Black and white crappies are ecologically similar and

hybridize readily. This was observed in tine Welland River wljcre

the high incidence of hybridization made identification to

species difficult. It was, however, possible to identify mainly

I^. annularis and P. nigromaculatus specimens at times, but

present criteria for separating these species was judged -

insufficient. Crosjjman (personal communication) suggested that

a more reliable means of identification than the keys of Scott

and Grossman (1973) may be the skeletal characteristics as

given by hofstetter et al
. , (195S). This has not, as yet, been
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put'sued in the literature.

In consideration of the above, the length -weight

regression of all Pomoxis was examined in the context of

establishing three groups, one principally composed of

Z* ^""ul^i^J-s (case one), a second that was principally composed

of p. nigromaculatus (case two) and the third, an intermediate

group (case three). Such regressions appear as dashed lines in

Figure 4^ (the solid line represents the regression of all data

points). These were consistant with regressions from Lake of the

Woods populations (Scott and Grossman, 1973)^ Mississippi

River at Wisconsin populations (Siefert and Herman, 1977) and

Alabama populations (Swingle, 1965)* There is little doubt

that the Pomoxis populations at these locations competed with

other centrarchids and young percids to the detriment of the

latter populations. The majority of the Pomoxis population at

\\RC1 and possibly ^\'RC2, due to their intermediate size, gibbosus

(round) bodies and sharp spines were not suitable as forage

fish for the native piscivores, E. lucius , M. salmo ides and

A. calva . In fact, populations of E. lucius, the most common

piscivore at the upstream stations, were characterized by

large heads and small bodies. This is thought to be an in-

dication of stunted populations. These same E. lucius populations

were lighter for their length than stocks in Georgian Bay,

Wakesiu Lake (Sask.), Lake Athabasca and Great Bear Lake (Scott

and Grossman, 1973)j as well as Plover River, Wise (paragamian,

1976).
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The only pisciore tliiit grew to a sufficient size to utilize

the Poinoxis was 1. punctatus » The latter, which had ingested

modei'ately sized Fonioxis: , were occasionally caught.

The second dominant species at WRCl was !_. nebulosus . Of

the three bullheads found in the Welland River, I^. nebulosus

was the most sensitive to adverse conditions. They were,

nevertheless, tolerant of very low oxygen concentrations (less

than 0.2 ppm), high carbon dioxide concentrations and high

temperatures (37 C+; Scott and Grossman, 1973). A nocturnal

omnivore feeding on offal, molluscs, invertebrates, fish eggs

and vegetative matter, it vcas probably in direct competition

with both I^. punctatus and A. grunniens . Increases in these

species at MIC2 v>?as accompanied by a decrease in the abundance

of I. nebulosus . ][. ounctatus and A. grunniens ranked second

and third in numerical abundance at \>'RC2 . At both stations,

bullheads were undoubtedly an integral part of the food web,

acting at many trophic levels including detrivory.

Bullheads, along with centrarchids, are known to be

consumed by mature I^. punctatus . In fact, I^. punctatus is

known to feed on many items - when young, I. punctatus share

an identical diet with bullheads, but as they matui-e , they

include greater percentages of fish in their diets (Lewis, 1976).

This would place 1. punctatus in competition with many species

in their environment, including both the bottom browsers and

the piscivores

.
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C . carpio is another bottom feeding omnivore which was

present in large numbers at the upstream sites. It is likely

that C . carpio not only competed witli other members of the

Cyprinidae but also with centrarchids , sciaenids, catostomids

and ictalurids. Hence, it was no surprise to find tliat the

average size of C. carpio was greatest where the other species

were least abundant (Tables 22; 25, 29, i32, 36, 39, 43, and 46).

Doivnstream of the City of '/elland, there was no evidence

of the intense competition between species or the presence of

a complex or structured food web that characterized the upstream

communities. C. carpio , C. auratus , C. carpio X C. auratus

hybrids and N. crysolcucas dominated the populations doivnstream

of the City of Welland. The latter was present in large numbers

only while spawning (Table 45 )

•

As previously mentioned, £. carpio increased with distance

doAsTistream . Furthermore, carp downstream were heavier for their,

length than upstream populations (Table 49 ) • The only competitors

of carp downstream were C. auratus and the C. carxjio X C. auratus

hybrids. All three of these taxa are thought to be tolerant of

conditions that may prove to be disadvantageous to other species

(Scott and Crossman, 1973) • In fact, the naturally abundant

inhabitiints of a mildly inorganically polluted water are the

reputedly tolerant cyprinids (llynes, 1963)' However, the

differences between species in susceptibility to a toxicant

are generally quite small. Such differences between species are
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some-times no greater than the variability witliin a species

tested in different types of water (Sprague, 1973) • For this :><

reason many species other than the cyprinids were represented

by one or two individuals at \i/RPR and U'RTC.

Few fish were caught in the northern waters of \VRTC,

presumably due to the high concentration of effluents in these

waters. In fact, there were significantly (p£,0.05) less fish

as determined by abundance and by weight in the northern water

at \ifRTC than across stream in the southern waters. No where

else was this dichotomy found in the fish distributions.

The significant reductions in the fish populations

between \VRPR and V.liTC were caused, at least in part, by the

paucity of fish along the north shore at WRTC . There were no

significant differences in species richness, biomass or

abundance between the effluent-free south shore of WRTC and

V.TIPR . This coincidence, along with the observed mortalities of

fish along the north shore, indicates that the effluents from

Cyanimdd of Canada Ltd. and the waters of Thompson's Creek may

be partly responsible for the distribution of fish populations

at this site. Other than the gross differences between the fish

conununities of the upstream agriculturally-affected sites and

the fish communities of the downstream industrially-dominated

sites, this was the only factor that was identifiable as being

at least partly responsible for fish distributions within the

Welland River.
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To what extent the inverted siphons, located at km I6.I
|

and 22. Sf niay serve as a barrier to the movement of fish between

the upstream, ag-riculturally influenced section of the Welland

River and the downstream, industrially influenced section of the

Welland River is not known. A tag-recapture program was under-

taken to answer this question but, in four and one-half months,

only two of 65 tagged fish had been recaptured, and, both of

these individuals were captured at the same site at which they

were tagged. If these inverted siphons do inhibit the movement

of fish in the river as is suspected, this would strengthen the '

claim of the river being divided into discreet biological sections.

Other parameters that were not quantified may also affect

fish distributions. One such alternative is that of the availability

of suitable spauTiing habitats, especially outside of the river '

(i.e., in the tributaries). Upstream locations are adjacent to

numerous tributaries, downstream tributaries are less numerous.

\s'hat importance, either as a spawning habitat or as a forage area,

that these tributaries have to the river populations was not

measured. Another important distinction between upstream and

downstrean locations was the aquatic macrophyte density and

species composition. Although the macrophytes were of a similar

density and species composition for most locations as was reported

in the site descriptions, density and species composition were

not identical. How this affects the fish distributions, either

directly, or indirectly (e.g., subtle changes of accompanying

invertebrates or other food organisms) is not kno\vn. Flow rates.
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water velocities and silting also differed at upstream and

doMistream locations. Do^^nstream locations were characterized

by greater flow rates and velocities that differed less during

the year than those observed at upstream locations. Silting was

probably greater upstream although, to what extent, was not

examined. These three parameters are thought to possibly exert

pressures that would lead to the opposite trends in fish

distribution than that observed. In all, there are many variables

that were not controlled or measured, hence, there exists alternate

explanations to the observed fish distributions. It was therefore

impossible to establish any casual relationship between fish

distributions and water quality in this thesis. Instead, one

must be content with a report of the observed fish distribution

together with characterization of the water quality.
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2 ) Rare and Unusual Species of the Welland River

Twenty-six species/taxa were caught in the Welland River.

JE . niger , M . carinatum , I. melas and I. nebulosus X 1^ melas

hybrids were of particular interest. E. niger , I^. melas and

j[. nebulosus X !_. melas hybrids are noteworthy as they are

beyond their known range. M. carinatum is of note due to its

rarity.

E. niger was previously known only from east and south-

central North Amci'ica . In Canada, E. niger is known from Nova

Scotia (introduced), western Ncav Brunswick, and south-eastern

Quebec (Scott and Grossman, 1973). The capture of two males in

the Welland River may be a new record for Ontario • It is

possible that these individuals are derived from introductions

in the Lake Erie drainage in New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

I^. melas and possibly its hybrids are known only from

western Lake Erie in Ontario (Scott and Grossman, 1973)' There-

fore, the six individuals captured may be significant due to

this location. Identification of this rare species, together

with its hybrids, was verified by Grossman and Holm (personal

communication) and the specimens now form the first known

Ontario representatives for the Royal Ontario Museum collection

M . carinatum is one of the least common redliorses in

Ontario and is known onlj' from the Ottawa River drainage

(Scott and Grossman, 1973) and the Grand River drainage (Knott

and Humph.reys, 198O). The finding of this endangered species in
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a third drainage, that of the \\'elland River, is noteworthy.

Four other species caught in tlie Welland River were unexpected,

Z.*
"^"^"talis , N. flavus , S. gairdneri and M. chrysops . Although

these species are not rare, they represent unusual finds for the

slow-raoving waters of a south-central Ontario river.

I. natalis is usually found in slow-raoving rivers like

the Welland River but is seldom common in Ontario west of

Gananoque and Rideau Rivers (Scott and Grossman, 1973)

•

N. flavus , S. gairdneri and M. chrysops are common to the area

but are usually not found in habitats resembling that of the

Welland River. N. flavus, the largest venomous catfish native

to Ontario, is an inliabitant of riffles and rapids of moderate

to large streams that have bottoms comprii;cd of large loose

rocks. 3. gairdneri are usually restricted to cool, wcll-

oxygenated, clear streams and lakes. These voracious piscivores

wander extensively and ascend many tributaries in search of

suitable spawning sites. Both of the specimens caught in the

Welland River were of spawning condition. M. chrysops is

another wide ranging piscivore common to the Great Lakes region.

Scott and Grossman (1973) report that the greatest abundance

of H. chrysops in Ganadian waters occurs in the top six meters

of Lake Erie and therefore it is of no surprise to find the odd

migrant ascending the lowei' river.
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3. Spawninj^ Times and Temperatures of Fisli Cauglit in the
Welland River.

Significant information on spawning times and temperatures

was collected for D. cepedianum , A. grunnicns ^ M. carinatum ,

I. nebvilosus and 1. punctatus (Tables 24 , 3 1 > 38 and 45 ) . Much

of the information collected exists for American stocks but

is lacking or has not been confirmed for Canadian stocks. Such

is the case of D. cepedianum .

Scott and Grossman (1973) report that spawning for

D. cepedianum probably occurs in spring or early summer v;hen

temperatures are between 17 and 23 C but this has not been

confirmed. Observations of the sexual state of D. cepedianum

within the Welland River indicate that these fish spaA\Ti, at

least in the river, during September when water temperatures

are between 20 and 23 C.

A* K^^"""ifc"-^ is thought to spawn in Lake Erie during

July, however Scott and Grossman (l973) report that recently

spent females were taken as late as early September. In the

Welland River, A. grunniens spawning and recently spent females

were taken from May until August. Hence, it is likely that

these fish may spawn for extended periods of tlie year when water

temperatures climb above 15 C.

Little is known of the biology of M. carinatum and there-

fore, the observation that females caught during August and

September were of a recently spent condition is significant.
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This endangered species probably spawns when water temperatures

exceeds 20 C

In contrast, much is known about the biology of the common

bullhead I^. nebulosus « Spawning, at least in southern (American)

populations occurs at temperatures in excess of 21 C, and from

May to September with some individuals spa\>nning more than

once (Scott and Grossman, 1973)' Nevertheless, Welland River

populations were in spavv-ning and post-spawning states during

May and June (water temperature 17 C) and again during September

to November (water temperature: 21 to 10 C). Tliis may indicate

that two spawning periods exist per year - tlie first as the water

warms in May and June (water temperature: 15 to 17 C) and the

second as the water cools, during September to November (water

temperatures: 21 to 10 C).

Likewise, I. punctatus , another well-studied ictalurid

was observed to spav/n at temperatures cooler than those reported

in the literature. The American literature reveals that

channel catfish spa^vn during late spring or early summer at

temperatures between 24 and 30 C with an optimum at 27 C

.

However, the Welland River populations had spawned by June

(Tables 24 and31 ), probably while water temperatures were

between 15° and 20°C (Fig. 31).

Another noted peculiarity (as compared to the literature)

was the spawning of N. crysoleucas in the swift-moving waters

at UllPR. Scott and Grossman (1973) previously had reported
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this fish as preferring clean, cool, still waters for

spawning

.

Data on spawning for all other species were consistent

with the present, available literature ( cf . Scott and Grossman^

1973).
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made from the present study:

1

)

There is a change of the quality of the waters of the

Welland River along its length. Upstream of the City of

Welland, available water quality data indicate that loading

to the river is derived mainly from agricultural sources

(i.e., those activities associated with the cultivation of

crops and the keeping of livestock). Within and downstream

from the City of Welland, the major loading to the river is

from industrial and domestic sources.

2) There is a change of the fish species composition and

their relative abundance along the length of the Welland

River. Upstream from the City of Welland, eurythermal

fish species which were tolei^ant of low dissolved oxygen

concentrations and high turbidities were abundant. These

include Amia calva , ictalurids, centrarchids, cyprinids and

esocids . In the case of several species, (Pomoxis sp .

I.epomis gibbosus , Cyprinus carpio ) , large numbers and small

sizes suggested the possibility of stunted populations.

Downstream from the City of Welland the bottom feeding

cyprinids were dominant, but no fish were abundant. These

cyprinids were considered to be tolerant of inorganic wastes
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3) Several types of water quality indices tliat are popular

in the literature today were examined for their ability to

predict the observed distributions of fisli populations and

water quality within the Welland River. No index was found

to be adequate.

4

)

The greatest reduction in number and biomass of the

fish captured along the river's length coincided with the

first location of the major industrial and domestic loadings.

Additional industrial loading further downstream coincided

with further reductions in species richness, abundance and

biomass of the fish.

5) The waters of the Welland River along the nortli shore

received irregular and extreme "shock loads" of industrial

effluents . These waters represented the highest concentration

of industrial effluents observed within the Welland River.

Furthermore, few fish were captured in these waters.
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Compute r Programme Index

Name Fiinction

ALGRF3 general plot function for parameters .

BRIDIV calculates Brillouin diversity .

CONRAP plots continous conductivity .

DAYj^ calculates the day number for each year .

DAYYR# calculates the day number ^^•ithin each year .

DOAXIS plots the 'y' axis for percent oxygen saturation .

DOGRAF plots percent oxygen saturation .

DO^SAT calculates percent oxygen saturation .

DUPLIC plots 1/3 length vs. l/3 weight for all species .

FIPLOT plots 3x length vs. 3x weight for all species.
FISH3 codes and places fish data on magnetic tape .

FISHDI plots fish number per month for each taxa of fish .

FISPLO plots length and weight for all individuals of sp.

GEREGl geometric regression of lengths and weights .

H20QUA plots water quality parameters .

H20QU1 calculates and plots the bacteria ratio .

H20SI2 a paired variate test for water quality parameters
MCIH21 mean, variance, std. dev. , confid. Its. for entire

time period for all water quality parameters.
MCI/MI mean, variance, std. dev., confid. Its. for each

year for all water quality parameters.
NITRO calculates total nitrogen concentrations .

NITROl calculates organic nitrogen concentrations.
REDIV2 calculates diversity ( pilog pi)and redundancy.
REDIV3 calculates diversity ( pilog pi)and redundancy.
RELFRE calculates relative frequencies for fish taxa

.

O^SAT calculates percent oxygen saturation.
SEPCUR curve seperation for geometric regressions .

SWnVT

.

calculates total weight for each fish taxa.
SUMVvTC calculates total monthly weight for each taxa

.

WATEl codes and places water quality data on tape.
YRAXIS plots a 13 year 'x' axis.
APPEND prints out appendix B.
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AI,GRF3

10 RFM THIS "ALGRF3":DIM X(125) ,Y(125)

20 B-0
3" PRIOT "ENTER MAXIMUM 'Y' VALUE,"
AO INPUT M
50 Z-M/1000
60 IF 7.[1 THEN 120
70 IF 7.[2 THEN 130
80 IF Z[3 THEN lAO
90 IF Z[A THEN 150
100 PRINT "MAXIMUM 'Y' VALUE EXCEEDS CURRENT PROGRAM CAPCITY,"
110 STOP
120 T-1:GOTO 160

130 T=2:G0T0 160

lAO T«3:G0T0 160
150 T=A:GOTO 160
160 PLOT 2r,009,D] , [..R]

170 FOR I»l TO (T*10):PL0T [,200/T,U] , [-10, ,D] , [20, ,Dl , [-10, ,D] :NEXT T:P

LOT [,,R]

180 PRIITT "ENTER ^ OF !!ONTHS TO RE PLOTTED"
IQO INPUT N
200 N-K*2
210 IF N[33 THEN 250

220 IF Nf66 THEN 2A0
230 PLOT [(N-66)*30,»D],2r33*30,,D],[,,R]:GOTO 260

2A0 PLOT [(N-33)*30,,D], [33*30,,D],[,,R]!GOT0 260

250 PLOT iN*30,,D] , [,,R]

260 FOR 1=1 TO N STEP 2:PL0T [60,,U] , r,-10,D] , [,10,D] :NEXT I:PL0T [

,.R]

270 PRINT "ENTER MAXIUM TIMBER OF DATA POIOTS" : IlIPUT F

280 X(1)=0:Y(1)=0
290 FOR 1-2 TO H+1
300 PRINT "ENTER X,Y"
310 INPUT X(I),Y(I)
320 NEXT I

330 FOR J=2 TO I

3A0 X=X(J)-X(J-1):Y-Y(J)-Y(J-1)
350 PLOT 2rX,(Y/T),D]
360 NEXT J
370 PLOT [,,R]

380 PRIOT "DATA PRIOT OUT?"
390 INPUT P
AOO IF P[1THEN A50

con ' t on next pape , .

,
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AlO SFLFCT PRINT 215(40)
A20 PRINT "DAY # PARAMETFR "

430 FOR J-2 TO I:PRINT X(J) ,Y(J) :NKXT J

440 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
450 PRINT "DO YOU IJISH TO PLOT ANOTHER DATA SET ON THE SAME AXIS?"
460 INPUT n:IF D]0 THEN 480
470 Era
4R0 PRINT "CHANGE PEN COLOUR": GOTO ?70

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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BRiniv

10 REM Tins BRIDIV:DIM N(20) ,n(9) ,C(20,9) ,D(0) ,E(9)

20 PRIMT "ENTER S, AND N,"
30 INPUT S,N
AG PRINT "ENTER N(I) ONE PER LINE,"
50 FOR I-l TO S: INPUT N(I):NEXT I

60 FOR I-l TO 9:B(I)-1:NEXT T

70 K-0:R-0:J-0:C-0:U-0:E-0:P»0
80 A-1:F0R I-l TO N:A-A*I:TF A]l,0E+98 THEN 90:NEXT I:G0T0 110
90 K-K+l:B(K)-A:A-l:NnXT I

100 PRINT K
110 K-K+l:r.(K)-A
120 FOR I-l TO K:R-L0GCB(I))+B:mXT I

130 PRINT "B=",B
lAO FOR I-l TO S:FOR J-1 TO 9:C(I,J)-1:NEXT JtNEXT I

150 FOR 1=1 TO f5:A-l:J-0:FOR K-1 TO N(I):A-A*K:IF A]l,0E+9a THETT 160:NEX
T K:G0T0 170

160 J-J+1:C(I,J)=A:A-1:NEXT K
170 j=j+i:r(i,j)=A:NEXT I

180 FOR 1=1 TO R:FOR J=l TO o. print C(I,J):NEXT J:NEXT I

190 FOR I-l TO S:FOR J-1 TO 9:C-L0G(C(I, J))+C
200 ?^EXT J:TTEXT I

210 PRINT "r.-",C

220 H-(1/N)*(P.-C)

230 F-N/S:FOR I-l TO 9Q:F=F-1:IF F[l THEN 2A0:NEXT I: GOTO /i80

2A0 G-I:A=1:F0R 1=1 TO G:A-A*I:NEXT I:A=LOG(A)
250 T-N-(S-1)*G:IF T[G TTIEN 260:GOTO 290
260 u-l:F0R 1=1 to T:W-I.*I:nEXt I:U=I,0G(W)

270 in:xT I

280 X»1/N*(R-(A*(S-1))-U):G0T0 300
200 X=1/N*(R-S*A)
300 PRINT "X=",X
310 A-1:F0R 1=1 TO (N-(S-1)):A=A*I:IF A]1.0E+98 THEN 320:NEXT I:G0T0 330

320 U-U+1:E(U)=A:A=1:]TEXT I

330 U-U+1:E(U)-A
3A0 FOR 1=1 TO U:E=LOG(E(I))+E:rTEXT I

350 PRITrr "E=",E
360 P=(1/N)*(B-E)
37'^ PRINT "P-",P
380 R-(X-H)/(X-P)
390 SELECT PRIITT 215(40)
AOO PRINT "H-",H

con ' t on next page ,

,
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AlO PRINT "H MAX,-",X
A 20 PRINT "H MIN,-",P
A 30 PRINT "R-",R
AAO SELECT PRINT 005 (6A)

A50 PRINT "no YOU WISH TO CALCULATE ADDITION DIVERSITIES? IF SO KEY 1 ,

THERWISE KEY TO END PROGRAI't,"

A60 INPUT C

A70 IF C]0 THEN 10
A80END

©Peter 0. Steele
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CONRAP

10 RHt THIS CONRAP
20 B-0
30 FOR I-l TO 288
AO PRIirr "ENTER C"
50 IITPUT C

60 B-c-n
70 IF B/.SIOOO THEN 110
80 IF R/5r-«>«9 THEN 110
90 PLOT [25,(R/5),D]
100 GOTO 120
110 PLOT [12,B/10,D].[13,B/lO,n]
120 R-C
130 SEI.ECT PRINT 215(40)
140 PRINT 1*5,

C

150 SELECT PRICT 005(64)
160 NEXT I

170 END

:% ©Peter 0. Steele
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DAY /f

10 REM THIS DAY/f:DIM Y(5n),D(5n)

20 DIM T(50)
30 SELECT PRim 215 (AO) : PRINT "DAY" , "YEAR" , "DAY ?»": SELECT PRINT 005(64)
AO Z-0
50 PRINT "ENTER YEAR,DAY"
60 FOR I-l TO 50:INPUT Y(I),D(I)
70 IF Y(I)-1966 THEN 90:IF Y(I)-1967 THEN 100:TF Y(I)-1968 THEN 110:IF Y

(I)=1969 THEN 120:IF Y(I)-1Q70 THEN 130:IF Y(I)-1971 THEN lAO

80 IF Y(I)=1972THEN 150:IF Y(I)-1973 THEN 160:IF Y(I)-197A THEN 170:IF Y
(I)-1975 TI!EN 180:IF Y(I)-1976 THEN 190:IF Y(I)-1977 THEN 200;IF Y(I)"19
78 THEN 210
90 A-0:GOTO 220
100 A-365:G0T0 220

110 A-730:GOT0 220
120 A-1096:GOTO 220

130 A-1A61:G0T0 220

lAO
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DAYYR^J

10 Rm THIS DAYYRy!:DIM M(50),D(5n)
20 DIM T(50)
30 SELECT PRIOT 215(40)
40 PRIirr "DAY MONTH DAY/f"

50 SELECT FRUIT 005(64)
60 Z-O
70 Y-0
RO PRDIT "IF TITIS IS FOR A LEAP YEAR TTIEN ENTER 1"

90 INPUT Y

100 PRINT "ENTER DAY,MONTH"
110 FOR I-l TO 50:I1WJT D(I),M(I)
120 IF M(I) [ 2 THEN 360
130 IF M(I)-2 THEN 240
140 IF M(I)-3 THEN 250
150 IF M(I)-4 THEN 260
160 IF M(I)'»5 THEN 270
170 IF M(I)«6 THEN 280
180 IF M(I)-7 n?EN 290
190 IF M(I)=8 THEN 300
200 IF M(I)"9 THEN 310
210 IF M(I)=10 THEN 320
220 IF M(I)=11 THEN 330
230 IF M(I)"12 TITEN 340
240 A=31:GnT0 370
250 A=59;G0T0 370
260 A=90:GOTO 360
270 A=120:G0T0 360
280 A=151:G0T0 360

290 A=181:G0T0 360
300 A=212:G0T0 360
310 A=243:G0T0 360
320 A=273:G0T0 360
330 A=304:G0TO 360
3^0 A=334:G0T0 360
350 A=A+1:G0T0 370
360 IF Y=l THEN 350
370 T(I)=A+D(I)
380 SELECT PRINT 215(40)
390 PRINT D(I),M(I), T(I)
400 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
410 NEXT I

con ' t on next pa>»ft . ,
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A 20 PRIOT "TO END ENTER 3"

A 30 INPUT Z

AAO IF Z-3 THEN A60
A50 GOTO 60
AfO END

@ Peter 0. Steele
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DOAXIS

10 REM THIS DOAXIS
20 PLOT [,.R] . 2[.999.D] , r,2.D] , [-150,-896.11] . [l.tC] , r,-26.S] .

[tt"7. OXYGEN"]
30 PLOT [.,R] , [-37., IT] . [1..C] . [13. ,S] . [,."0"] . [-52.100,U] , [,

."10"] , [-52.100.U] . [.,"20"] . [-52,100.11] . [.."30"]

AO PLOT [-52,100.11] . [.."AO"] . [-52.100,11] , [,,"50"] , [-52,100,11] ,

[.."60"] , [-52,100,11] , [,,"70"] , [-52,100,11] , [,,"80"] , [-52,100,U]

[ "PO"]

50 PLOT [-78,100,11] , [,,"100"] , [-78, 100, U] , [,,"110"] . [-78.100.U]

. [,."120"] , [-78,100.11] . [.."130"] . [-78,100,11] . [.."lAO"] . [-78.1

OO.IT] . [,."150"]
60 PLOT [-78,100,U] , [,,"160"] , [-78, 100. U] . [.."170"] . [-78,100.11]

. [,,"180"] , [-78,100,U] , [,,"190"] , [-78,100,U] ,
[,,"200"!

70 PLOT [,,R]

99QEND

(D Peter 0. Steele
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nOGRAF

10 REM THIS DOGRAF:DIM Y(5n) ,D(50) ,0(50) ,P(50) ,7(50)
20 PLOT [,,R]

30 PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF ITEMS TO BE GRAPHED"
AO INPUT L
50 PRINT "ENTER YEAR,DAY, &?! OXYGEN ONE DATE PER LINE"
60 FOR I-l TO L: INPUT Y(I) ,D(I) ,0(1)

70 IF Y(I)=1966 THEN O0:lF Y(I)=iq67 THEN lOOrlF Y(I)-196a THE!I 110:IF Y
(I)=1969 THEN 120: IF Y(I)-1970 THEN 130: IF Y(I)-1971 THEN lAO
80 IF Y(I)-1972THEN 150: IF Y(I)-1973 THEN 160: IF Y(I)-197A THEN 170: IF v

(I)"1975 THEN 180:IF Y(I)>-1976 THEN 190;IF Y(I)-1977 THFJN 200:IF Y(I)"='19

78 THEN 210
90 A-0:GOTO 220
100 A-365:GOTO 220

110 A-730:GOTO 220
120 A-1006:G0T0 220
130 A«1A61:G0T0 220
lAO A"182f:G0T0 220
150 A-2191:GOT0 220

160 A"2557:GOTO 220
170 A=2022:GOTO 220
180 A=3287:OOTO 220
190 A-3652:G0T0 220

200 A«A018:G0T0 220

210 A«=A383:GOTO 220
22n T(I)=2*(A+D(I))
230 P(I)«10*O(I)
2A0 0"T(I)-G
250 B=P(I)-H
260 IF B]999 THEI^ 370
270 IF B[-999 THEN 370
280 PLOT [0,B,D]

290 GOTO 300
300 G=T(I)
310 H=P(I)
320 IF I=50THEN 390
330 NEjrr I

3A0 GOTO 330
350 PLOT [T(I),P(I),D]
360 GOTO 200

370 PLOT 2[Q/2,B/2,D]
380 GOTO 300
3P0 PRINT "KEY 1 TO CONTimiF,0 TO END "

A00 INPUT Z

AlO IF 7-lTHEN A30
A20 GOTO A50
A30 I-O

AAO GOTO 330
A50 END

@ Peter 0. Steele
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D07SAT

10 REM THIS DO%SAT
20 DIM Y(25),D(25),N(25),M(25)
30 DIM 0(25)
AO SELECT PRINT 215(40)
50 PRINT "Y(I)","D(I)","0(I)"
60 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
70 PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATES (NOT TO EXCEED 25 )"

80 INPUT L
90 PRINT "ENTER YEAR,DAY,OXYGEN,TEMPERTURE"
100 FOR I-l TO L
110 INPUT Y(I),D(I),N(I),M(I)

"OTHEN 480
-1 THEN 490
-2 TI^EN 500
-3THEN 510
-4THEN 520
-5THEN 530
-6THEN 540
«7THEN 550
-8THEN 560
=9THEN 570
-lOTHEN 580
=11THEN 590
-12THEN 600
-13THEN 610
=14THEN 620
=15THEN 630
-16THEN 640
-17THEN 650
=18THEN 660
"19THEN 670
=20THEN 680
=21TH.EN 690
-22THEN 700
»23THEN 710
"24THEN 720
=25THEN 730
=26THEN 750
=27THEN 760
=28THEN 770
-29THEN 780
-30THEN 790

120
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A30 IF M(I)-31THEN ROO
AAO IF M(I)-32TnEN 810
A50 IF M(I)-33THF-N R20
460 IF M(I)-3ATHFN 830
470 IF M(I)-35THEN 840
480 U-14,16:GOTO 740
490 U-13,77:GOTO 740
500 U-13,40:GOTO 740
510 U-13.05:GOTO 740
520 U-12,70:GOTO 740
530 U-12,37:GOTO 740
540 U-12,06;GOTO 740
550 U=11.76:GOTO 740
560 U-11.46:GOTO 740
570 U-11,19:G0T0 740
580 U-10,92:GOTO 740
590 U-10,67:GOTO 740
600 U-10,43:GOTO 740
610 U=10,20:GOT0 740
620 U=9,98:GOTO 740
630 U"9.76:G0T0 740
640 U-Q,56:GOTO 740
650 U-9.37:GOTO 740
660 U"9,18:GOTO 740
670 U=9,01:GOTO 740
680 U=8.84:GOTO 740
690 U"8.68:GOTO 740
700 U=8,53:GOTO 740
710 U=8.38:GOTO 740
720 U=8,25:GOTO 740
730 U=8,11:G0T0 740
740GOTn 850
750 U=7.99:GOTO 740
760 U=7.86:GOTO 740
770 U-7.75:GOTO 740
780 U"7,64:GOTO 740
790 U"7.53:GOTO 740
800 U-7,42:GOTO 740
810 U=7.32:G0T0 740
820 U=7,22:GOTO 740
830 U=7.13:GOTO 740
840 U=7,04:GOTO 740
850 0(I)=N(I)/U*100
860 CONVERT 0(1) TO S$, (/'/'#. ^*)

870 SELECT PRINT 215(40)
880 PRINT Y(I),D(I),S$
890 SELECT PRINT 005(80)
900 NEXT I

910 END

(D Peter 0. Steele
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DUPLIC

3 nFFFN'l"PLOT ["

A DF.FFN'2"C0NVFRT STR(A$,"
5 REM FIPLOT
10 DIM A$(125)2n
50 PLOT 2[q99,0,D],[,,R]
55 FOR I-l TO 20:PLOT [100,,U] , [

,-50,D] , [,50,D] :NEXT I:PLOT [,,R]

60 PLOT 2[,909,D],[,,R]
70 FOR I-l TO 20:PLOT [,100,U] , [-50, ,D] , [50, ,D] :NEXT I:PLOT [,,R]

90 DATA LOAD "TCCARP"
100 DATA LOAD A$()

105 FOR I"l TO 8

108 a;^-a$(i)

110 convert str(a$,6,3) to l:l«l/3
120 convert str(a$(i) .^i^^) to u:w-u/3
125 15fi-STR(A$,3,3)

130 PRIOT A$(I),L,W
135 IF W]P99 THEN 165
138PLOT [1,,C],[13,,S]
140 PLOT 3[L.,],3[,U,],[,.B<:],[,,R]
150 NEXT I

160 END
165 U=W/2
170 PLOT 9[L,,],9[,W,],[,,BJ:],[,,R]!GOT0 150

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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FIPI,OT

10 REM FIPLOT
20 DIM A$ (125)20
30 PLOT 2r009,0,D]J,,R]
40 FOR I-l TO 20:PL0T [100, .U] , [

,-50,n] , [
,50,D] :NFXT IrPLOT [,,Rl

50 PLOT 2[,990,D],[,,R]
60 FOR I-l TO ?0:PLOT [ ,100J , [-50, ,0] , [50, ,D] :NFXT ItPLOT [,,R]
70 DATA LOAD "C2CRA2"
80 DATA LOAD A!=:()

90 FOR I-l TO 21
100 A$-A$(I)
110 COWERT STR(A$,6,3) TO L:L-L*3
120 CONVERT STR(A$(I) .''.e) TO 1J:W-1^3

130 B!=;-STR(AJ^,3,3)

lAO PRINT A$(I),L,W
150 IF W]999 THEN 210
160 IF L]Q99 THEN 210
170PL0T [1,,C],[13,,S]
180 PLOT 3[L,.].3[,W,],r,,Bfi].r.,R]
190 NEXT I

200 END
210 U-V/2
220 L-L/2
230 PLOT 6[L,,],6[,W,],[,,B$],[,,R]:G0T0 190

(5) Peter 0. Steele
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FISH3

10 REM FTSH2:DIH A$2n,A$(125)20
20 RFM THIS I'LACFS DATA ON '^APE.YOU MUST EDIT LINK 50 MMxTJAIJA' EACH TIME
(NAME)

,

30 REWIND : PRINT : INPUT "HOW MAm' DATA FILES ON TAPE",}': IF H-OTIIEN /-OtSK

IP UF
AO PRIOT : INPUT "NAME OF FILE",B$
50 DATA SAVE OPEN "CIFISU"
r.O PRINT rINPUT "HOU MANY I^IDIVUAI.S DO YOU WISH TO ENTER",N:FOR 1=1 TO N

70 PRINT rINPUT "CREEL NUMBER(2)",C:C0WFRT C TO STR(A$,1,2) , (##)

80 PRINT rINPUT "INDIVUAL NUMBER (3) ",D: CONVERT D TO STR(A$,3,3) , (###)

90 PRINT rINPLT: "LENGTH(3)",L:C0NVERT L TO STR(A$,r.,3) , (###)

100 PRINT tlllPUT "Vn:EGHT(5)",W:C0NVE,RT W TO STR(A$,Q,f;) , (#??##,#)

110 PRINT rINPUT "SEX(2)",XrC0NVERT X TO STR(A?; ,15,2) , (#/')

120 PRINT rINPUT "MESH (2)",Mr CONVERT M TO STR(A$,17,2) , (#/0

130 PRINT rINPUT "BA>n^(l)", Br CONVERT R TO STR(A$,1Q,1) , (#)

140 A!^(I)-A!^r PRINT A$(I)rNEXT T

1A5 SELECT PRINT 215rPRINT R$:PRINT :FOR I-l TO NrPRINT A$(I):NEXT IrSEL

FCT PRINT 005

150 DATA SAVE A$():DATA SAVE END r REWIND
160 END

Peter 0. Steele
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FISHDI

10 REM FISHDI
20 DIM X(10)
30 PRINT ! INPUT "TOTAI, T'HIMBER OF RPPECIER/TAXA",S
40 FOR J=1T0 S

50 PRINT rINPITT "n<:",Rft

60 FOR I-ITO 9:PRINT :INPUT "X",X(I) :X(I)=X(I)*10:NEXT I

70 X(6)=(X(6)+X(7))/2:X(7)-X(R):X(R)-X(P)
80 A"0:FOR 1-1 TO 8:IF X(I) [ATHEN 90:A"X(I)
90 NEXT I:A-A+10:B=B+2*A
100 PLOT [A,,U] , [-X(1),,D] , [X(1)-X(2),-600,D] . [X(2)-X(3) ,-190,D] ,

[X(3)-X(A),-110,D] , [X(4)-X(5),-135,D] , [X(5)-X(6) ,-140,D] , [X(6)-X(
7),-205,D] , [X(7)-X(R).-245,D] , [X(8),0,D]

110 PLOT [X(8),.D] , [X(7)-X(R),245,n] , [X(6)-X(7) .205,D] , [X(5)-X(6),
140, D] , [X(4)-X(5),135,D] , [X(3)-X(4) ,110,D] , [X(2)-X(3) ,190,D] , [X(

1)-X(2).600,D] , [-X(1),,D]

120 PLOT [.500,11] , [l.,C] . [.-15,S] , [,,B$]
,

[,,R] , [B,,Ul

130 NEXT J

140 END

^ Peter 0. Steele
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FISPLO

10 REM FISPLO
20 DIM A<^(125)20
30 N=l
AO r>ATA LOAD "CIFISH"
50 GOSUB 1000
60 N-1
70 DATA LOAD "C2FIS1I"

80 GOSUB 1000
90 N-1
100 DATA LOAD "PRFISH"
110 GOSUB 1000
120 N-1
130 DATA I,OAD "TCFISH"
140 GOSUB 1000
150 GOTO 160
160 END
1000 DATA LOAD A$()
1010 FOR 1=1 TO !I

103O CONVERT STR(A$(I),6,3) TO L
lOAO CONVERT STR(AS(I),0,6) TO W
1050 Bf;-STR(A$(I),3,3)
1060 PRINT A$(I),L,W
1070 IF L]099 THEN 2000
1080 IF V']999 THEN 2000
1090 PLOT 3[L.,],[3,W,],[,,B<;]J,,R]
1100 !TEXT I

1110 RESTORE
1120 RFTURII

2000 L=L/2:W=U/2
2010 PLOT 6[L,J,[,U,],[,,Bfi],[,,R]
2020 GOTO 1100

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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GEREGl

lORFM GERFGl
20DIM A<!(125)19

30N,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5"0
40B$-"GSHI"
50DATA LOAD "C1FISH":J=5
60GOSUB 150
70DATA LOAD "C2FISH":J-3
80G0SUB 150
90DATA LOAD "PRFISn":J-21
lOOGOSUB 150
llODATA LOAD "TCFISH":J=3
120G0SUB 150
130GOSUB 220

140END
150DATA LOAD A$()
160FOR I=1T0 JrCONVERT STR(A$(I) ,3,3)TO AlCOIlVERT STR(A$(I) ,6,3)TO XlCON
VERT STR(A$(I),9,6)TO Y
170IF Y=0THE1I 210: IF X-OTHEN 210
180IF A=2THE1I 210
190X=LOG(X) :Y=LOG(Y)
200S1=S1+X:S2=S2+Y:S3"S3+X!2:SA-S4+Y!2:S5-S5+X*Y:N»N+1
210NEXT I: RETURN
220B=(N*S5-S2*S1) / (N*S3-Sl ! 2)

230A=(S2-B*S1)/N
240SELECT PRINT 215(40)
250PRINT B$
260PRIOT "A=";EXP(A)
270PRINT "B=";B
280S1-B* (S5-S1*S2/N)
290S4=S4-S2!2/N
300S2=S4-R1
310PRI1TT "F=";S1/S2*(N-2),N
320PRINT
330S5=S1/S4
340PRINT "C,DETER.=";S5
350PRIOT "C.C0RR-";SQR(S5)
360PRINT "S.E.E.=";SQR(S2/(N-2))
370SELECT PRINT 005(40)
3R0PRINT : INPUT "X",X
390SELECT PRINT 215(40)
400PRIOT "X-" ;X, "Y=" ; EXP (k)*X !

B

410SELECT PRINT 005(64)
420GOTO 380

Peter 0. Steele
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H20QUA

10 REM H20QUA
20 niM A$ (160)10
30 PLOT 6[800,,D],[,,R],,3r,800,D],[,,R]
40 DATA LOAD "TCBOn5":N-160:M-100:GOSUB 90
50 DATA LOAD "PRROD5":N-160sGOSUB ^O

60 DATA LOAD "OSBOD5":N-20:GOSUB 90
70 DATA LOAD "C2B0D5":N-13;G0SUB 00

80 END
90 DATA LOAD A$()
100 A,B=n:F0R I-ITO NrCONVERT STR(A<;(I) ,1,A)T0 XrCONVERT STR(A$(I) ,5,6)T
Y:IF Y-OTHEN 120:IF X-A]999THEN 1A0:IF M*(Y-B) ]999THEN lAOtPLOT [X-A,M

*(Y-B),D]
110 A-X:B-Y
120 NEXT I

130 PRINT "CHANGE PEN ON PLOTTER" : PLOT [,,R]:STOP : RETURN
140 IF X-A]1998THEN 160:IF M*(Y-B) ]1998THEN 160
150 PLOT 2[(X-A)/2,M*(Y-n)/2,D]:G0T0 110
160 IF X-A]2997THEN 180;IF M*(Y-B) ]2997THEN 180
170 PLOT 3[(X-A)/3,M*(Y-B)/3»U]:G0T0 110
180 PLOT 5[(X-A)/5,M*(Y-B)/5,U]:GOTO 110
190 FOR I-ITO 100:PRIOT I, I, I;NEXT I

@ Peter 0. Steele
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H200U1

10 REM K20QU1
20 DIM A!^ (160)10
30 DIM R$(160)6
AO RE17IND

50 PLOT 6[800,,D]J,,R],3r,«00,D],[,,R]
60 DATA LOAD "TCFCOL":N-160:M-300:GOSUB 180;DATA LOAD "TCFSTR":GOSUB 110

70 DATA LOAD "PRFCOL":N-160:GOSUR IROrDATA LOAD "PRFSTR":GORUR 110
80 DATA LOAD "OSFCOL":N-20:GOSUB 180:DATA LOAD "0SFSTR":G0RUB 110
90 DATA LOAD "C2FCOL":N-13:GOSUB 180: DATA LOAD "C2FSTR":G0SUB 110
100 FM)
110 DATA LOAD A$()
120 A,B-0:FOR I-ITO NrCOMVERT STR(A!^(I) ,1,A)T0 X:CONVERT STR(A$(I) ,5,6)T
YlrCONVERT B!^(I)T0 Y2:IF y2-0THFN 1A0:Y-Yl/Y2!IF X-A]999THEN 160:TF AB

S(M*(Y-B))]999THEN 170:PLOT [X-A,M*(Y-B) ,D]

130 A=X:B»»Y

lAO NEXT I

150 PRINT "CHANGE PEN ON PLOTTER" : PLOT [,,R]:STOP : RETURN
160 PLOT 5[(X-A)/5,M*(Y-B)/5,Ul:GOTO 130
170 PLOT 5[(X-A)/5,M*(Y-B)/5,D]:G0T0 130
180 DATA LOAD A$():FOR I»1T0 N:B$(I)-STR(A$(I) ,5,6) :PRINT B$(I):NEXT I:R
ETURN

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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10 REM F20SI2
20 DIM A.<;(160)10,A(20),D1(20),D2(26),Y1(20),Y2(26)
30 REWIND
40 DATA LOAD "TCTEMP":GOSlTB 530:DATA LOAD "0STEirP":G0SUB 250
50 DATA LOAD "TCD,0,":GOSUR 530:DATA LOAD "0SD,0,":G0SUB 250
60 DATA LOAD "TC%SAT":r,0SUB 530:DATA LOAD "0S%SAT":GOSUB 250
70 DATA LOAD "TnB0D5":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SR0D5":G0RUB 250
80 DATA LOAD "TCCOD .

" : GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SC0D,":GOSUB 250
90 DATA LOAD "TCC0in)":G0SUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SC0ND":G0SUB 250
100 DATA LOAD "TCHARD":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SHARD";G0SUB 250
110 DATA LOAD "TCAI,KA":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSALia^":GOSUB 250
120 DATA LOAD "TCT,S,":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0ST,S,":G0SUB 250
130 DATA LOAD "TCTSS.":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0STSS,":GOSUB 250
lAO DATA LOAD "TCKJO/'tGOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SKJEL":G0SIIB 250
150 DATA LOAD "TCN0-2":G0SUB 530:DATA LOAD "0SN0-2":G0SUB 250
160 DATA LOAD "TCN0+3":G0SITB 530:DATA LOAD "0SN0+3":G0SUB 250
170 DATA LOAD "TGmi+3":G0SUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSlIF+3" : GOSUB 250
180 DATA LOAD "TCSO+3": GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSSO+3": GOSUB 250

190 DATA LOAD "TCPIIOS": GOSUB 530!DATA LOAD "OSPHOS": GOSUB 250
200 DATA LOAD "TCSPHO": GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSSPHO": GOSUB 250
210 DATA LOAD "TCSILI":GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSSILI": GOSUB 250

220 DATA LOAD "TCCIILO": GOSUB 530!DATA LOAD "OSGHLO": GOSUB 250
230 DATA LOAD "TCIRON": GOSUB 530:DATA LOAD "OSIRON": GOSUB 250
240 ¥M)
250 DATA LOAD A$()
260 DATA LOAD A?!0:FOR I=1T0 20:COTTVERT STR(A$(I) ,1,4)T0 D1(I) tCOMVERT S

TR(A<;(I),5,6)T0 Y1(I):TTEXT I

270 P=1:N=0:F0R I=1T0 20

280 IF D1(I)=D2(P)THEII 310
290 IF D1(I)[D2(P)TIIEN 320
300 IF D1(I)]D2(P)THETI 540
310 N=N+1:A(N)=Y1(I)-Y2(P)
320 NEXT I

330 FOR I=1T0 N:F0R J=1T0 N-I
340 X=A(J) :Y=A(J+1)

350 IF ABS(X)[=»ABS(Y)T1IEN 370
360 A(J)=Y:A(J+1)=X
370 NEXT J: NEXT I

380 FOR I=1T0 N:X=A(I):FOR J=I+1T0 N
390 IF ABS(X)[]ABS(A(J))TnEN 410
400 NEXT J:J=IH-1

410 Z=(J+I-l)/2
con ' t on next pap.e ....
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420 FOR K-ITO J-1:A(K)-SGN(A(K))*Z:NEXT K
A 30 I-J-1:NEXT I

4A0 X"Y
A50 FOR I-ITO N:IF A(I)[OTHEN 470
460 X
470 Y-Y+ABS(A(I))
480 NEXT I

490 IF xrYTOElI 510
500 X-Y
510 SELECT PRINT 211(156) rPRINT N»"T«»";X: SELECT PRINT 005(64)
520 REWIND : RETURN
530 DATA LOAD A$() tP^OiFOR I=135TO 160:P=P+l:C0i;VERT STR(A$(I) ,1,4)T0 D2
(P):C0NVFRT STR(AS(I),5,6)TO Y2(P):NEXT I:RETURN
540 P-P+1:G0T0 280

Peter 0. Steele
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MCIH21

10 REM MCIH21
20 niM A$(160)10
30 PRINT "MEAl^, VARIANCE, STANDARD DEVIATION, STAITDARD ERROR,"
40 PRIOT "AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAT. FOR UNGROUPED DATA"
50 P-1:H-160
60 DATA LOAD "TCTEMP" : GOSUB 340
70 DATA LOAD "TCD.O.":r^SUR 340
80 DATA LOAD "TC%SAT":GOSUB 340
90 DATA LOAD "TCB0D5": GOSUB 340
100 DATA LOAD "TCCOD.": GOSUB 340
110 DATA LOAD "TCTURB":GOSUB 340
120 DATA LOAD "TCCOND" : GOSUB 340
130 DATA LOAD "TC—PII": GOSUB 340
140 DATA LOAD "TCHARD":CtOSUB 340
150 DATA LOAD "TCALKA": GOSUB 340
160 DATA LOAD "TCT.S.": GOSUB 340
170 DATA LOAD "TCTSS,": GOSUB 340
180 DATA LOAD "TCTDS,":G0SUB 340
190 DATA LOAD "TCKJEL": GOSUB 340

200 DATA LOAD "TCNO-2": GOSUB 340
210 DATA LOAD "TCNO+3": GOSUB 340
220 DATA LOAD "TCNU+3": GOSUB 340

230 DATA LOAD "TCSO+3": GOSUB 340
240 DATA LOAD "TCPIIOS": GOSUB 340
250 DATA LOAD "TCSPHO": GOSUB 340
260 DATA LOAD "TCSILI": GOSUB 340
270 DATA LOAD "TCCHLO":GOSUB 340
280 DATA LOAD "TCIRON": GOSUB 340
290 DATA LOAD "TCTOC.": GOSUB 340
300 DATA LOAD "TCTCOL":GOSUB 340
310 DATA LOAD "TCFCOL": GOSUB 340
320 DATA LOAD "TCFSTR": GOSUB 340
330 END
340 DATA LOAD A$()
350 N,S,T=0:FOR I=1T0 H:CONVERT STR(A$(I) ,5,6)TO X:IF X-OTHEN 360:N-N+1:
S-S+X:T=T+X!2
360 NEXT I

370 M=S/N:V=(T-N*M!2)/(N-P):E=(SQR(V))/(SQR(N))
380 SELECT PRINT 211(156)
390 PRINT "MEAN = ";M, "VARIANCE =";V,"STD,DEV, -";SOR(V) ,"STD, ERR

OR =";E: SELECT PRINT 005(64)
400 PRINT "INPUT T VALUE FOR (N - 1) DEGREES OF FREEDOM"
410 PRINT "N =";N:T=1,645
420 SELECT PRINT 211(156) :PRINT "UPPER LIMIT "";M+T*E, "LOWER LIMIT -";M-
T*E:SELECT PRINT 005(64) :RETURN

(g) Peter 0. Steele
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MCI/Ml

lOREM MCI />a: DIM A$ (160)10
20PRINT "MEAN, VARIANCE, STAITOARD DEVIATION, STANDARD ERROR,"
30PRINT "AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAI. FOR UNGROUPED DATA"
40P-1:H-160:L«0
50DATA LOAD "TCTFJIP":GOSUB 320
60DATA LOAD "TCD,0,":GOSUB 320
70DATA LOAD "TC%SAT":GOSUR 320
80DATA LOAD "TCB0D5":G0SUB 320
90DATA LOAD "TCC0D,":G0SUB 320
lOODATA LOAD "TCTlIRB":GOSUB 320
llODATA LOAD "TCCOND":GOSUB 320
120DATA LOAD "TC—PII" : C/)SUB 320
130DATA LOAD "TCHARD":GOSUB 320
140DATA LOAD "TCALKA" : GOSUB 320
150DATA LOAD "TCT.F;.": GOSUB 320
160DATA LOAD "TCTSS.":GOSUB 320
170DATA LOAD "TCKJEL": GOSUB 320
180DATA LOAD "TCNO-2": GOSUB 320
190DATA LOAD "TCNO+3": GOSUB 320
200DATA LOAD "TCNH+3": GOSUB 320
210DATA LOAD "TCSO+3": GOSUB 320
220DATA LOAD "TCPHOS": GOSUB 320
230DATA LOAD "TCSPHO": GOSUB 320
240DATA LOAD "TCSILI": GOSUB 320
250DATA LOAD "TCCHLO" : GOSUB 320
260DATA LOAD "TC IRON": GOSUB 320
270DATA LOAD "TCTOC.": GOSUB 320
280DATA LOAD "TCTCOL": GOSUB 320
290DATA LOAD "TCFCOL": GOSUB 320
300DATA LOAD "TCFSTR" : GOSUB 320
310SELECT PRIOT 005(64): END
320DATA LOAD A$()
330PRINT : PRINT
340N,S,T,Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7,NR,NO,0,Ql,Q2,03,Sl,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,S
9,R,R1,R2,R3,T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,TO,U,U1,U2,U3,L=0:FOR I=1T0 n:CONVE
RT STR(A$(I),1,4)T0 Y:COWERT STR(AS(I) ,5,6)TO X:IF X=OTHEN 370
350IF Y[366THEN 560: IF Y[73lTnEN 570: IF Y[1097THETI 580: IF Y[1462THETI 590
:IF Y[1827THEN 600:IF Y[2192T}IEN 610:IF Y[2558THEN 620:IF Yr2923THEr7 630
:IF Y[3288THEN 640:IF Y[3653THEN 650:IF Y[4019THEN 660:IF Y[4384THEN 670

360O3=Q3+l :R3=R3+X:U3=U3+X!

2

370NEXT I

380N=N1:S=S1:T=T1: GOSUB 510
390N=N2:S=S2:T=T2:GOSUB 510
400N=N3:S"S3:T=T3:GOSUB 510

con ' t on next page ....
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A10N-N4:S-S4:T-TA:GOSUB 510
A20N-M5:S-S5:T-T5:GOSUR 510
430N-N6:S-S6:T"T6:GOSUR 510
A4nN-N7:S=S7:T"T7:GOSUR 510
450N-Nn:S-S8:T-T8:GOSlTR 510
A60N-N9:S-S9:T»T9:GOSUI? 510
A70N"0:S-R:T-U:GOSUn 510
A80N-Ql:S=Rl:T-lTl!GOSUB 510
A90N«»O2:S=R2:T"lT2:GOSUR 510
500N-Q3 : S-R3 : T»U3 : GOSUB 510 : RETURN
nOL-L+l: IF N[=1THEN 870:M-R/N:V=(T-N*M! 2)/ (H-P) :E-(S0R(V) ) / (SQR(N)

)

520 SELECT PRINT 211(156)
530PRINT L
540 PRINT "MFJVN -";M, "VARIANCE -";V,"STD,DEV, -";R0R(V) ,"STD, ERROR -";E
: GOSUB 680
550PRIOT "UPPER LIMIT =";1H-T*E,"L0V7ER LIMIT -";M-T*E,"N=";N,"STD, F,*T=»+

-";T*E: RETURN
560N1=N1+1:S1»S1+X:T1=T1+X! 2:G0T0 370
570N2=N2+1:S2=S2+X:T2-T2+X!2:GOTO 370
580N3=N3+1:S3=S3+X:T3=T3+X!2:GOTO 370
590N4=NA+1 ! SA=SA+X : T4=TA+X ! 2 : GOTO 370
600N5=N5+1 : S5=S5+X:T5=T5+X ! 2 : GOTO 370
610N6=N6+l:S6«=S6+X:T6=T6+X!2:GOTO 370
620N7=N7+l:S7=S7+X:T7='T7+X!2:GOTO 370
630N8=N8+1 : S8=S8+X:T8=T8+X ! 2 : GOTO 370
6A0N9=N9+1 ; S9«S9+X:T9=T9+X! 2 :G0T0 370
650Q=Q+1:R=R+X:U'»U+X!2:GOTO 370
660Q1=01+1:R1=R1+X:U1=U1+X! 2:G0T0 370
670Q2=Q2+1:R2=R2+X:U2=U2+X!2:GOTO 370
680IF N-15THEN 710:IF N-IATHFN 720:IF N-13T1IEN 730:IF N=12THEN 7A0:IF N=

IITHEN 750: IF N=10THEN 760: IF N-9THEN 770: IF N=8TIIEN 780: IF N=7THEN 790

690IF N=6TUEN 800: IF N=5THEN 810: IF N=ATHEN 820: IF N-3THEN 830: IF N-2THE
N 8A0:IF N-lTllEN 850
700SELECT PRINT 005(6A) :PRINT "N-",N:PRINT :INPUT "T-",T:SELECT PRINT 21

1(156) :G0T0 860
710T=2,1A5:GOTO 860
720T=2.160:GOTO 860
730T=2,179:GOTO 860
7A0T=2, 201: GOTO 860
750T=2. 228: GOTO 860
760T=2,262:GOTO 860
770T=2,306:GOTO 860
780T=2. 365: GOTO 860
790T=2,AA7:GOTO 860
800T=2,571:GOT0 860
810T=2. 776: GOTO 860
820T=3, 182: GOTO 860
830T=A. 303:GOTO 860
8A0T=12. 706: GOTO 860
850T=100O
860RETURN
870PRINT L: RETURN

@ Peter 0. Steele
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NITRO

10 REM THIS NITRO
20 DIM B(fO),C(60),D(r,0),E(';O),F(^O),G(60)

30 PRIIIT "y' OF DATA POINTS."
40 SELECT PRINT 215 (AO)

50 PRIJIT "KJET.D.","TOT.N.","ORG.N,"

60 SELECT PRINT 005 (6A)

70 INPUT A
80 FOR I"l TO A
90 PRINT "ENTER T.KJELD, ,N02-,N03-,N1T3+,"
100 INPUT R,C,D,E
110 F-B-fC+D

120 G-B-E
13^^ SELECT PRINT ?15(A0)
lAO PRI>r r.,F,G

150 SELECT PRIOT 005 (6A)

160 NE>rr I

170 END
(c) Petp.r 0. Steele
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NITftO 1

10 REM NITROl
20 SELECT PRIOT 215(40) :PRINT " ", "NITROGEN" : PRINT :PRINT "KJELD,","TOTA
L","OGANIC": SELECT PRINT 005 (6A)

30 FOR I-l TO 50

AO PRINT "ENTER KJELDAHL,NITRITE,NITRATE, AJIMONIA"
50 INPITT K,N,A,H
60 T-K+N+A
70 0-K-H
80 SELECT PRINT 215 (AO)

90 PRINT K,T,0
100 SELECT PRINT 005 (6A)

110 NFJ(T I

120 END
(c) Peter 0. Steele
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RFDIV2

in REM THIS RF.niV2:ni>{ S(35),N(150),D(35)
20 REVJIIID

30 PRIOT "IIIAT LOG BASE DO YOU VISH TO USE"
40 INPUT I.

50 PRIMT "DO YOU WISH D(I)/D TO BE PRDTTED OUT?IF SO KEY 1, OTHERWISE KEY
0."

60 INPUT C

70 PRIOT "S=,N»"
80 INPUT S,N
90 PRINT "EOTER N(I) ONE PER LINE"
100 FOR I«l TO S:I?IPUT N(T) :NEXT I

110 A-LOG(EXP(l))/LnG(L)
120 D=0
130 D(I)=0
140 FOR I-ITO S:D(I)=N(I)/N*A*L0G(N(I)/N):D-D+D(I):NEXT I

150 D--n
160 M-(-l)*A*L0G(l/S)
170 P-(-1)*(((N-(S-1))/N*A*L0G((N-(S-1))/N))+(S-1)*(1/N)*A*L0G(1/N))
IftO R=CM-D)/(M-P)
190 T-0
200 FOR 1=1 TO S:T=T+N(I)
210 NFXT I

220 IF T=N THEN 250
230 PRINT "YOU CAN'T ADD,MISTAKE IN TOTAL,T-",T
240 GOTO 350
250 SELECT PRINT 215(40)
260 PRINT "D=";D
270 PRIOT "D >!AX=";M

2R0 PRIOT "D MIN=";P
290 PRIOT "R=";R
300 IF C]0 THEN 320
310 GOTO 340
320 FOR 1=1 TO StPRIOT "I=";I:PRIOT "N(I)=";1T(I) tPRIOT "?'D(I) OF D=";D(I
)/((-l)*D)*100
330NEXT I

340 SELECT PRINT 005

350 PRIOT "DO YOU UISH TO CAJ.CUTATE ADDITION DIVERSITIES? IF SO KEY 1 OTH
ERWISE KEY O TO FJJD PROGRAI^t,"

360 INPUT B

370 IF B]0 THEN 70
380 PRIOT "END"
390 END

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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REDIV3

10 REM THIS REDIV3:DIM S(70) ,N(7n) ,I>(7n)

20 RFi;iiro

30 PRINT "UlIAT LOG BASE DO YOU WISH TO USE"
40 INPUT L
50 PRINT "DO YOU WISH D(I)/D TO BE PRINTED 0UT7IF SO KEY 1,OTHERWISE KEY
0."

60 IimiT C

70 PRIITT "S-"
80 INPUT S

90 PRINT "ENTER IT (I) ONE PER LINE"
100 FOR 1=1 TO S:I!TPUT N(I):NEXT I

110 A-L0G(FXP(l))/L0Ga)
120 D-0
130 D(I)-0
140 N-0
150 FOR 1=1 TO S:N»N+N(I):NEXT I

160 FOR I=1T0 S:D(I)-N(I)/N*A*LOG(N(I)/N)!D=D+D(I):TTEXT I

170 D—

D

IRO M-(-l)*A*L0G(l/S)
IPn P=(-l)*(((N-(S-l))/N*A*LOG((N-(S-l))/N))+(S-l)*(l/N)*A*L0Ga./N))
200 R-(M-D)/(M-P)
210 SELECT PRINT 215 (AO)

220 PRINT "D=";D
230 VRim "D MAX=";M
240 PRIirr "D MIN=";P
250 PRINT "R=";R
260 IF C]0 THFJJ 280
270 GOTO 290
280 FOR 1=1 TO SrPRINT "I9";I:PRINT "N(I)=";N(I) rPRINT "7D(I) OF D-";D(I
)/((-l)*D)*100:NEXT I

290 SELECT PRINT 005
300 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO CALCULATE ADDITION DIVERSITIES7IF SO KEY 1 OTH
ERWISE KEY TO END PROGRAM."
310 INPUT B

320 IF B]0 THEN 70
330 PRINT "FJTO"

340 END
(c) Peter 0. Steele
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lOREM RELFRF
20 SELECT PRINT 211(155)
30PRIOT : INPUT "ROCK MSS",A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9
40PRINT :INPUT "BOWFIN",Rl,B2,B3,R4,B5,R6,B7,B8,B9
50PRINT : INPUT "FIJ DRUM",C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9
60PRINT : INPUT "V7.RUCKER",D5,D2,D3,nA,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9
70PRINT ! INPUT "GOLDFISH", El, E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,E9
80PRINT tINPUT "CARP",Fl,F2,F3,F4,F5,Ff ,F7,F8,F9
90PRINT : INPUT "GXXC",G1,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6,G7,G8,G9
lOOPRINT tINPUT "G. SIIAD",Ul,H2,H3,H4,n5,Hfi,H7,H8,H9
linPRINT :INPUT "N, PIKE", II, 12, 13, 14, 15, Ifi, 17, 18, 19
120PRINT : INPUT "CHAIN PICKEREL", Jl,J2,J3,J4,J5,Jft,J7,J8,Jo
130PRIMT :INPUT "BLACK BUT.LHEAD",Kl,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9
140PRINT tINPUT "YELLOW BULLHEAD",LI,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,L9
150PRINT : INPUT "BROWN BULLHEAD",Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8,M9
lenPRINT :INPUT "HYBRID BULLHEAD",N1,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7,N8,N9
170PRINT rINPUT "CHANNEL CATS", 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08,09
180PRINT :INPUT "PUMPKINSEED",Pl,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,PO
190PRINT : INPUT "LARGEMOUTH BASS",Ol,Q2,Q3,Q4,05,06,Q7,Q8,Q9
200PRINT :INPUT "WHITE BASS",R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,RQ
210PRINT :INPITT "R, REDHOSE",Sl,S2,S3,S4,S5,sr),S7,S8,SO
220PRINT :INPUT "G, SHINER",Tl,T2,T3,T4,T5,Tf,T7,T8,T9
230PRINT lIITPUT "F, SHINER",U1,U2,U3,U4,U5,U6,U7,U8,U9
240PRIirr : INPUT "C, SHINER", VI,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,V7,V8,V9
25nPRICT : INPUT "YELLOW PERCH", VTl,W2,W3,W4,W5,Wfi,TJ7,W8,W9
260PRINT :INPUT "CRAPPIES",X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,XQ
270PRINT :INPUT "R, TROUT",Yl,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8,YO
370SELECT PRINT 211(155)
380PRINT "ROCK BASS",A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9
390PRINT ,Al/A9,A2/A9,A3/A9,A4/A9,A5/A9,A6/AO,A7/A9,A8/A9
400PRINT ,A1/Z1,A2/?;2,A3/Z3,A4/Z4,A5/Z5,A6/Z6,A7/Z7,A8/Z8,A9/Z9
410PRINT "BO\>rFIN",Bl,B2,B3,B4,B5,B6,B7,B8,B9
420PRII3T ,Bl/B9,B2/B9,B3/B9,B4/BQ,B5/B9,B6/B9,B7/BO,B8/BQ
430PRIOT ,B1/Z1,B2/Z2,B3/Z3,B4/Z4,B5/Z5,B6/Z6,B7/Z7,B8/Z8,B9/Z9
44nPRINT "FI-7, DRUM",Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,Cf^,C7,C8,CO
45nPRINT ,Cl/C9,C2/C9,C3/C9,C4/C9,C5/CO,C6/C9,C7/CQ,C8/C9
4f;nPRINT ,Cl/Zl,C2/Z2,C3/Z3,C/i/z4,C5/Z5,C6/Z6,C7/Z7,C8/Z8,CO/Z9
470PRIOT "W. SUCKER",D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9
480PRINT ,Dl/D9,D2/D9,D3/D9,D4/D9,n5/D9,Dr)/D9,D7/DQ,D8/D9
490PRINT ,D1/Zl,n2/Z2,D3/Z3,D4/Z4,n5/Z5,D6/Z6,D7/Z7,n8/Z8,D9/Z9
500PRINT "GOLDFISH", El, E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,E9
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SIOPRIOT ,F.1/EO,f;2/E9,E3/E9,E4/F9»E5/EQ,F6/E9,F7/FP,F8/EO
520PRINT ,El/Zl,E2/Z2,E3/Z3,FA/ZA,F,5/Z5,E6/Z6,F7/Z7,E8/7,8,F9/7;9
530PRINT "CARP",F1,F2,F3,FA,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9
5A0PRIOT ,F1/F9,F2/F9,F3/F9,F4/F9,F5/F9,F6/F9,F7/F9,FR/F9
550PRIKT ,Fl/Zl,F2/Z2,F3/Z3,FA/zA,Fr)/Z5,F6/Z6,F7/Z7,F8/z8,F9/Z9
560PRINT "GXXC",Gl,G2,G3,GA,G5,G6,G7,G8,GO
570PRINT Gl/G9,G2/G9,G3/G9,G4/G9,Gr)/G9,G6/Go,G7/G9,G8/G9
580PRI1IT Gl/Zl,G2/Z2,G3/Z3,G/»/Z4,G5/Z5,Gf)/Zfi,G7/Z7,G8/78,G9/ZO
SnOPRINT "G. SHAD", III, H2,n3, 114, l!5,ITfi,}T7, 118,H9
600PRIOT ,Hl/HQ,H2/n9,I!3/H9,H4/H9,H5/lT9,F6/H9,H7/HO^H3/po
fiinPRINT ,H1/Zl,ll2/Z2,F3/Z3,m/Z4,H5/Z5,nfi/Z6,H7/Z7,IT8/Z8,H0/Z
620PRINT "N. PIKE", II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1.9

63nPRINT , 11/19, I2/IQ, 13/10, I4/IP, IS/19, ir,/lO, 17/19, 18/10
64nPRlOT Il/Zl,I2/Z2,I3/Z3,I/'/z4,I5/Z5,I6/Z6, 17/77, I8/Z8,Io/Z9
esnPRIIIT "niAIN PICKEREL", J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9
660PRICT ,Jl/JO,J2/J9,J3/JO,J4/J9,J'')/JO,jr/j9,J7/JO,J8/jo
67nPRI!IT ,Jl/Zl,J2/Z2,J3/73,J4/Z4,JS/75,jr7Z6,J7/Z7,J8/Z8,J9/Z0
fiSnPRIirr "BIJ^CK PULLKFAD"

,K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 ,K5 , T:r,

,

K7 , K8 , K9
fiOOPRIKT ,K1/K9,K2/K9,K3/K9,K4/K9,K5/K9,K6/K9,K7/KQ,K8/K0
700PRIMT ,Kl/Zl,K2/Z2,K3/73,K4/74,K5/Z5,Kr77r,,K7/Z7,K8/78,K9/79
710PRIOT "YELLOU BULLHEAD", LI, 1.2, L3,T,A,L5, 1,6, 1.7, L8,L9
72nPRnrr ,L1/L9,L2/L9,L3/L0,L4/L0,L5/L0,L6/L9,L7/L9,L8/L9
73npRlirr ,L1/Z1,L2/Z2,L3/73,L4/74,L5/75,L6/76,L7/Z7,L8/78,L9/Z9
74nPRI!IT "BROim BUl.LHFAD" ,M1,M2 ,M3 ,M4 ,M5 ,M6 ,M7 ,M8 ,M9
75nPRINT ,M1/MP,M2/MQ,M3/MO,M4/M9,M5/MO,M6/MO,M7/MQ,M8/MP
76nPRI!n' ,M1/Z1,M2/Z2,M3/Z3,M4/74,M5/Z5,M6/Z6,M7/Z7,M8/Z8,M9/Z9
7 7OPRINT "HYBRID BULLHEAD" ,Nl , N2 , N3 , N4 ,N5 , N6 , N7 ,N8 ,N9
78nPRINT ,Nl/N9,N2/N9,N3/N9,N4/NO,n5/N9,N6/N9,Ts^7/n9,N8/NQ
700PRINT ,Nl/Zl,N2/Z2,N3/Z3,N4/Z4,N5/Z5,N6/Z6,N7/Z7,N8/Z8,N9/79
aOOPRINT "CHAIJNEL CATFISH", 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09
SIOPRIOT ,01/09,02/09,03/09,04/00,05/09,06/09,07/00,08/09
820PRINT ,01/Z1,02/Z2,03/Z3, 04/74, 05/Z5, 06/76, 07/Z7,08/Z8,09/Z9
a30PRnrr "PUMPKINSEED",P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9
840PRIOT ,P1/P9,P2/P9,P3/P9,P4/P9,P5/P9,P6/P9,P7/P9,P8/P0
850PRniT ,P1/Z1,P2/Z2,P3/Z3,P4/74,P5/Z5,P6/Z6,P7/Z7,P8/Z8,P9/Z9
860PRIOT "LARGEMOUTH BASS",Ol,Q2,03,Q4,Q5,Q6,Q7,08,Q9
87nPRIOT ,01/09, 02/09, 03/09, Q4/09, 05/09, 06/09, Q7/00,08/Q9
880PRINT ,ni/zl,Q2/Z2,Q3/Z3,Q4/Z4,05/Z5,06/Z6,Q7/Z7,08/Z8,Q9/Z9
890PRIOT "WHITE BASS",R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9
900PRIOT ,Rl/R9,R2/R9,R3/R9,R4/R9,R5/R9,R6/R9,R7/RO,R8/R9
910PRINT ,R1/Z1,R2/Z2,R3/Z3,R4/Z4,R5/Z5,R6/Z6,R7/Z7,R8/Z8,R9/Z9
920PRIOT "RIVER REDH0RSE",S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9
930PRINT ,Sl/S9,S2/S9,S3/S9,S4/SO,S5/S9,S6/S9,S7/SQ,S8/S0

con ' t on next page. . .
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940PRINT ,Sl/Zl,R2/Z2,S3/?:3,S4/ZA,S5/Z5,S6/Z6,S7/7;7,S8/ZR,SP/7<)
950PRINT "GOLDEN SHINER",Tl,T2,T3,TA,T5,T6,T7,T8,TO
960PRINT ,Tl/T9,T2/T9,T3/T9,TA/TO,T5/T9,T6/T9,T7/TQ,T8/T9
970PRINT ,T1/Z1,T2/Z2,T3/Z3,TA/?:A,T,S/Z5,T6/Z6,T7/7.7,T8/Z8,T9/Z9
980PRINT "EMERAI.n SHINER",U1,U2, 113,UA, 115,U6,U7,U8,U9
990PRINT ,U1/U9,U2/U9,U3/U9,U4/U9,U5/U9,U6/U9,U7/U9,U8/U9
lOOOPRINT ,U1/Z1,U2/Z2,U3/Z3,UA/ZA,U5/Z5,U6/Z6,U7/Z7,U8/Z8,U9/Z9
lOlOPRINT "COMMON SHINER", VI,V2,V3,VA,V5,Vfi,V7,VR,V9
1020PRINT ,Vl/V9,V2/V9,V3/V9,VA/VQ,V5/VP,V6/V9,V7/V9,V8/VO
1030PRINT ,V1/Z1,V2/Z2,V3/Z3,VA/ZA,V5/Z5,V6/Z6,V7/Z7,V8/Z8,VP/Z9
lOAOPRINT "YELLOW PERCH" ,U1 , U2 , W3 , WA ,W5 ,W6 , V77

,

m ,WQ

1050PRINT ,W1/1-79,W2/W9,U3/W9,UA/W9,W5/V7Q,W6/V79,W7/WP,W8/W9
1060PRIOT ,W1/Z1,W2/Z2,VJ3/Z3,WA/ZA,W5/Z5,W6/Z6,W7/Z7,W8/Z8,W9/Z9
in70PRINT "BL,& V7,CRAPPIES",X1,X2,X3,XA,X5,X6,X7,X8,XQ
lOSnPRINT ,Xl/X9,X2/X9,X3/X9,XA/X9,X5/XO,X6/X9,X7/X9,X8/X9
1090PRINT ,X1/Z1,X2/Z2,X3/Z3,XA/ZA,X?/Z5,X6/76,X7/Z7,X8/Z8,X9/Z9
llOOPRINT "RAINBOW TROUT",Y1,Y2,Y3,YA,Y5,Y6,Y7,Y8,Y9
lllOPRINT ,Yl/Y9,Y2/Y9,Y3/Y9,YA/Y9,Y5/Y9,Yf^/YP,Y7/Yq,Y8/YQ
112npRINT ,Y1/Z1,Y2/Z2,Y3/Z3,YA/ZA,Y5/Z5,Y6/Z6,Y7/Z7,Y8/Z8,Y9/Z9
1121PRINT ,Z1,Z2,Z3,ZA,Z5,Z6,Z7,Z8,Z9
1130SFLECT PRINT 005 (6A)

llAOEND

(g) Peter 0. Steele
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rSAT

10 Rm n'lS O-'SATrDIM N(50)»M(.Sn),n(50)

20 SFLECT PRINT 215 (AO)

30 PRINT "0(T)","T(I)","''SAT"
AO RFI-FCT PRINT 005 (fiA)

50 PRIOT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA (NOT TO EXCEED 50)"

60 INPirr L
70 PRTOT "ENTER OXYGEN,TEMPFRTITRF"
80 FOR I-l TO L

ri).M(I)
•OTHEN A60

1-1 THEN A 70

)-2 THEN A80
I-3THEN A«)0

("ATOEN 500
-5'nTFN 510
-6THEN 520
-7TTfFN 530
-RTHFN 5A0

=OTHEN 550
-lOTHEN 560
-IITHEN 570
-12THEN 580
=13THFN 5<'0

"lATHEN 600
-15THEN 610
=16THEK 620
-17THEN 630
-18THEN 6A0
-19THEN 650
-20THEN 660
«=21THFN 670
"22THEN 680
-23THEN 690
=2ATHEN 700

''25THFN 710
-26THEN 730
=27THEN 7A0
=28THEN 750
"29THEN 760
=30THFN 770
=31THFN 780
=32THEN 790

90 lOTUT
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A30 IF Ma)-33TTTFTI ROO
AAn IF Ma>-3ATI1FN 810
A5n IF M(I)-35T1IFN 820
460 U-lA,lf^:GnTO 720

A70 U-13.77:GOTO 720

A80 U-13.A0:GOTO 720
APO U-13,05:GOTO 720
500 U-12.70:GOTO 720

510 U-12.37:GOTO 720
520 U-12.06:GOTO 720
530 U"11.76:GOTO 720
5A0 U-ll,A6:GOT0 720
550 U-11.1'>:G0T0 720
5^0 U-10,O2:GOT0 720
570 lI«»10,f;7:GOTO 720
5^0 U=10.A3:GOTO 720
500 U"10.20:(;OTO 720
fino U-o.o8:GOTO 720
610 U-0.76:GOTO 720
62*^ U-Q,56:GOTO 720
630 U»o.37:GnTO 720
6An U-Q,1R:G0T0 720
650 U-n.OlrGOTO 720
660 U-8.8A:GOTO 720
670 U=R,68:GOTO 720
680 U-8.53:GOTO 720
600 u=8,38:G0T0 72^
7'^o U»8,25:GOTO 720
710 U=8.11:G0T0 720
72f^ GOTO R30

730 U=7,oo:GOTO 720
7A0 U=7,86:GOTO 720
750 U=7.75:GOTO 720
760 U=7.6A:GOTO 720
770 U=7.53:GOTO 720
780 U=7.A2:GOTO 720
700 U=7.32:G0T0 720
800 U=7,22:GOTn 720

810 11=7,13 tGOTO 720
820 11=7, OA: GOTO 720
830 0(T)=N(I)/U*100
8A0 CONVERT 0(1) TO f^$, (/')»#. ^)
850 SELECT PRIOT 215 (AO)
86n PRIITT N(I),M(I),S';

870 SELECT PRINT 005 (6A)

880 NEXT I

800 END
Peter 0. Steele
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SEPCUR

10 REM SFPCIIR

20 DIM A$(in4)10,C(10A)
30 DATA LOAD "C1CRA2"
AO DATA LOAD A$()

50 FOR I-ITO lOA

60 CONVERT STR(A$(I) ,6,3)TO L

70 CONVERT STR(AS(I),9,6)TO V
80 PRINT A$(I),L,W
00 PLOT 0[L.W,],[..D].[,,lI]

100 INPUT C(I)

110 SELECT PRINT 215

120 PRINT A$,C(I)
130 SELECT PRINT 005

UO PLOT [,,R]

150 NEXT I

IfO SELECT PRINT 215(AO) tPRINT

170 PRINT "CASE 1": PRINT
180 A=l
loO FOR I=1T0 100:IF C(I)[]ATHEN 240

200 CONVERT STR(A!^(I) ,6,3)TO L

210 CONVERT STR(A$ (I) ,*^,6)T0 H
220 PLOT 9[L,W.],[,,D],[,,U]
230 PRINT A$(I),L,VT

2A0 NEXT I

250 STOP
260 PRINT : PRINT "CASE2"

270 A=2:G0T0 190

280 END

(S) Peter 0. Steele
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SUM OT

lOREM SlIM WT
20DIM A$(125)20
3nDATA LOAD "ClR0CK":N-2:r,0SUR 250
AODATA LOAD "C1B0WF":N-2:G0SUB 250

50DATA LOAD "ClDRUM":N-48:GOSlTB 250
60DATA LOAD "C1SUCK":N-1:G0SUB 250
70DATA LOAD "C1G0LD":N-5:G0SUB 250
80DATA LOAD "C1CARP":N-52:G0SUB 250
90DATA LOAD "C1GXXC";N-2:G0SUB 250

lOODATA LOAD "CISIIAD"

llODATA LOAD "CIPIKE"
120DATA LOAD "CIBLBU"
130DATA LOAD "ClYEBU"
lAODATA LOAD "CIBRBU"
150DATA LOAD "CICCAT"
160DATA LOAD "CIXXBU"
170DATA LOAD "CIPUMP"
IRODATA LOAD "ClTilBA"

190DATA I,OAD "CIRRED"
200DATA LOAD "CIGSHI"
210DATA LOAD "ClYEPE"
220DATA LOAD "ClCRAl"
230DATA LOAD "C1CRA2"
2A0END
250DATA LOAD A$()
260SELECT PRIOT 215(40) tX-OtFOR I-ITO N
270CONVERT STR(Afi(I) ,9,6)TO H:X-X-W:R$-STR(A$(I) ,3,3)

280PRINT B$,W,X:NFXr I:PRINT ,,X:SELECT PRINT 005(64) : RETURN

N-20:GOSUB 250
N"22:GOSUB 250
N=5;G0SUB 250

N"5:G0SUB 250
N-125:G0SUB 250
N»78:GOSUB 250
N-2:G0SUB 250
N-15:G0SUB 250
N-2:G0SUB 250
N=1:G0SUB 250
N=5:G0SUB 250
N=8:G0SUB 250

N"101:GOSUB 250
N«110:GOSUB 250

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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swn-rrc

lOREM siiM vrr

20DIM A$(125)20
50DATA LOAD "C2DRIIM":N-72:G0RUB 250
60DATA LOAD "C2RUCK":N-A:G0SUB 250
80DATA LOAD "C2CARP":N-29:GOSUB 250
90DATA LOAD "C2GXXC":N-1:G0SUB 250
lOODATA LOAD "C2SHAD"
llODATA LOAD "C2PIKE"
115DATA LOAD "C2PICK"
120DATA LOAD "C2RLRU"
140DATA LOAD "C2RRBU"
150DATA LOAD "C2CCAT"
160DATA LOAD "C2XXBU"
170DATA LOAD "C2PUMP"
190DATA LOAD "C2RRED"
200DATA LOAD "C2GSni"
210DATA LOAD "C2YEPE"
220DATA LOAD "C2CRA1"
230DATA LOAD "C2CRA2"
24nEND
250DATA LOAD A$()
255C§-STR(A$(1),1,2)
260SELECT PRIOT 215(AO) :X»0:FOR I»1T0 N!D$-C$
27DCONVERT STR(Afi(I) ,9,6)TO F:B$=STR(A$(I) ,3,3) :C$«»STR(A$(I) ,1,2)
275IF C$[]D$TIIEN 290
280X»'X-H-7:PRINT B$,W,X:NEXT ItPRINT C$,,X:PRINT rSELECT PRINT 005(64) :RET

URN
290PRINT D$,,X:X«0:GOTO 280

N-27:GOSUB 250
N-31:G0SUB 250
N-2:G0SUB 250
N-1:G0SUB 250
N-41:G0SITB 250
N-8f>:G0SlIB 250
N»2:G0RUB 250
N«5:G0SUB 250
N=4:G0SUB 250
N-3:G0SUB 250
N-2:G0SUB 250
N-125:GOSUB 250
N-110:GOSUB 250

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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WATEl

10 REM UATE1:DIM Afi(160)10

20 REM TOIS PIACES DATA ON TAPE, EDIT LINE 100 MANUALLY
30 DATA LOAD "0SDATE":nATA LOAD A$()
AO PRINT : INPUT "NAME OF FILE",R$:<^ELECT PRINT 215(AO) :PRINT R$
50 FOR I-ITO 20:INPUT "X",X:CONVERT XTO STR(A$ (I) ,5,6) , (/'#/»#,«#)

60 PRINT I,A$(I):NEXT IrSELECT PRITIT 005
70 INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT (Y/N)",Cft:IF C$-"Y"THEN 90: STOP
80 SELECT PRINT 215(A0):FOR I-ITO 160:PRINT I,As^(I) :NEXT ItSELECT PRIOT
005(6A):GOTO 70

90 BACKSPACE 1F:PRINT tINPUT "HOW MANY DATA FILES ON TAPE",H:H=H-55:IF H

-OTHEN 100: SKIP HF
100 DATA SAVE OPEN "0STEMP":DATA SAVE A$():DATA SAVE END : BACKSPACE (H+1

)F

110 END
©Peter 0. Steele
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YRA:as

10 REM THIS YRAXIS
20 PRINT "INITIALIZE BOUNDARIES,LEFT, RIGHT, TOP, BOTTOM,HOME"
30 STOP
AG PLOT [,,R -10[950.,n] , 5[-950,,U] , [-52.-248,111 , [1,,C] . [26, ,S

1 , [,,"YFAR"] , [,,R]

50 FOR I-l TO 2

60 PLOT [1,.C] . [13, ,S] , [.-50,11] , [,,"J"] , [36, ,U] , [,,"F"1 . [30,
.U] . [,,"M"1 , [36, .U] , [.."A"] , [3A,,U] . [.."M"]
70 PLOT [36. .11] . [.."J"] . [3A,.U] . [,,"J"] , [36, .U] , [,."A"] . [36.
.U] . [,."S"] , [34. .U] . [.."0"] . [36. .U] . [.."N"] . [34. .IT] . [.."D"

] , [36.50.U]
80 PLOT [.-5.D] . [.5,U]
90 NEXT I

100 PLOT [.-50.U] , [.."J"] . [36. .11] ,
[.."F"]

, [32, .U] . [.."M"] . [3

6,.U] . [.."A"] . [34..U] . [.."M"l
110 PLOT [36..U] . [.."J"] . [34.,U] . [.,"J"] , [36,,U] , [.."A"] . [36

..U] , [.,"S"] . [34.,U] , [.."0"] . [36,, U] , [,,"N"] , [34..U] , [.,"D

"] . [36.50,U]

120 PLOT [,-5,D] , [,5,U]

130 FOR J=l TO 2

140 FOR I-l TO 3

150 PLOT [.-50.U] . [.."J"] . [36,. 11] . [.."F"] . [30. .11] . [.."M"]

160 PLOT [36.. "A"] , [34.."M"]

170 PLOT [36.,U] , [,,"J"] , [34,.U] . [,."J"] , [36.,U] , [,,"A"1 , [36

.,U] , [.."S"] , [34,.U] , [,."0"] . [36.,U] , [,,"N"1 , [34,,U] , [,,"D

"] . [36.50.U]
180 PLOT [.-5.D] . [,5,U]

190 NEXT I

200 PLOT [.-50.U] , [.."J"] , [36, ,11] , [,."F"]
, [32, ,U] , [,,"M"] , [3

6,.U] , [,,"A"] . [34. ,U] . [,,"M"]

210 PLOT [36,.U] . [.,"J"] . [34..U] . [.."J"] . [36..U] , [.."A"] , [36

..U] . [,,"8"] , [34. ,U] , [,,"0"] , [36, .U] . [.."N"] , [34, .U] . [.."D

"] . [36.45.U] , [.5,D]

220 NEXT J
230 FOR K=l TO 2

240 PLOT [, -50,11] , [.."J"] , [36. .II] ,
[,."F"] , [30, ,U] , [,. "M"]

250 PLOT [36,. "A"] ,
[34,,"M"]

260 PLOT [36, ,U] . [.."J"] . [34. .U] , [,,"J"] . [36. .U] . [,."A"] . [36

.,n] . [.."S"] . [34. .U] , [.,"0"] . [36. ,U] . [.."N"] , [34. .U] . [.."D

"] . r36.45.U] . [.5,D]
27f> ''TEXT K
280 PLOT [,,R]

con't on next pags •••!
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290 PLOT [313. -124, U] , r,,"l%6"l , r626, ,"19r>7"l , [62R, ,"1968"1 , \f>2

fi,,"1069"l , rfi2fi,,"197n"]
, [626,, "1971"] , [62R, ,"1972"]

300 PT.OT [626,, "1973"] , [626, ,"1074"]
, [626, ,"1Q75"]

, [628, ,"1976"]
,

[626, ,"1077"] , [626,, "1978"!
310 PLOT [,,R]

320 END

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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i\?PEMD

10 REM APPEND
20 DIH A$(125)20,A$20
30 PRINT rINPUT "SPECIES MAIEE, 16 LETTERS MAXIUM.",P.$

AO PRIOT :IMPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF INDIVUALS",N
50 DATA LOAD "CIFISH"
60 DATA LOAD A$()
70 SELECT PRINT 211(108)
80 PRINT " ",B$

90 PRINT : PRINT :PRINT
100 PRINT "CPJ:EL #","IND. #", "LENGTH", "\>;EIGTIT", "sex", "mesh", "BANK"
110 PRINT ,," (nn)"," (c)",,"(in.)"
120 PRINT :PRINT
130 FOR I=1T0 N
140 A$=A$(I)
150 CONVERT STR(A$,1,2)T0 C

160 CONVERT STR(A$, 3,3)TO D

170 CONVERT STR(A$,6,3)T0 L

180 CONVERT STR(A$,9,6)T0 W
190 CONVERT STR(A$,15,2)TO X:X=X/10
200 COJIVERT STR(A$,17,2)TO n:M=M/10
210 CONVERT STR(A$,19,1)T0 B

220 PRINT C,D,L,VJ,X,M,B

230 NEXT I

240 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
250 END

(c) Peter 0. Steele
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1 . \s'RC 1

2. \\'RC2

3. MiPR

4- VvHTC

Appendix B.

Fish captures page #
270

291

319

328

LEGEND

Lenfrth Bank

\Vhere possible the length

was measured as Fork Lengtli

.

V\1iere no fork in the tail

existed Total Length was mea-

sured.

Sex

sex unknown

,

Bank 1

Bank 2

North bank

South bank

1.

.1

.2

.3

.4

• 5

.6

.7

.8

female2 male J 3 • • • •

. gonads too small to be visible to the naked eye.

. gonads of sufficient size to be visible to the eye.

. gonads of minimum annual size.

. gonads in a state of rapid expansion and maturation

. tlie immediate 'pre-spawn' state.

. the actual spawning condition.

. the immediate 'post -spawn' state.

. an adnormal condition.
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